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Abstract

Close-kin marriage, by sustaining tightly-knit family structures, may impede de-
velopment. We find support for this hypothesis using US state bans on cousin mar-
riage. Our measure of cousin marriage comes from the excess frequency of same-
surname marriages, a method borrowed from population genetics that we apply to
millions of marriage records from the 18th to the 20th century. Using census data,
we first show that married cousins are more rural and have lower-paying occupa-
tions. We then turn to an event study analysis to understand how cousin marriage
bans affected outcomes for treated birth cohorts. We find that these bans led individ-
uals from families with high rates of cousin marriage to migrate off farms and into
urban areas. They also gradually shift to higher-paying occupations. We also observe
increased dispersion, with individuals from these families living in a wider range of
locations and adopting more diverse occupations. Our findings suggest that these
changes were driven by the social and cultural effects of dispersed family ties rather
than genetics. Notably, the bans also caused more people to live in institutional set-
tings for the elderly, infirm or destitute, suggesting weaker support from kin.
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1 Introduction

“Despite their capacity to form capital, kinship societies remain poor. To explore the economics of
kinship societies is thus to explore the economics of underdevelopment.” (Bates, Greif and Singh,
2004)

The weakening of ties among extended family has, since Weber (1951), been associ-
ated with development. Recent work by Henrich (2020) and Schulz (2022) suggests that
loosened kinship ties were key to the historical development of Europe.1 Similarly Enke
(2019) argues that weaker kinship ties became advantageous in the industrial era, and
are linked to urbanization and economic growth. Consistent with this, strong family ties
have been linked to lower contemporary growth rates through their effect on geographic
mobility and generalized trust (Alesina and Giuliano, 2014). The causal relationship un-
derlying this link, however, is still unclear. Kinship ties may react flexibly to changes in
incentives rather than being fundamental causes of economic outcomes (Bau, 2021).2

This paper uses an exogenous decline in marriage between first cousins to estimate
the effect of weakening kinship ties on geographic and occupational mobility, rural-urban
migration, and income. We do this using US data from the mid-18th to the mid-20th
centuries, where state bans on first-cousin marriage allow us to identify the causal effect
of cousin marriage.3 While now rare in the US, we estimate that about 7% of marriages
were between first cousins in the late 18th century. Sociologists have argued that the
decline of cousin marriage in the US and the associated weakening of kinship ties was
closely connected to urbanization and industrialization during this period (Goode, 1963;
Farber, 1968). We confirm this hypothesis by combining marriage records with census
data from 1850 to 1940. We find that these bans led to rural-to-urban migration and to
higher-paying occupations. Our results suggest these effects are not driven by the genetic
consequences of inbreeding but by the social and cultural consequences of in-marriage.
These findings rely on two key contributions: a method for calculating cousin marriage
borrowed from human biology, and an identification strategy that exploits variation from

1See also Bahrami-Rad et al. (2022); Schulz et al. (2019); Akbari et al. (2019); Greif and Tabellini (2017);
Fukuyama (2011); Korotayev (2000). Notably, the decline of tribes in Europe and the rise of the nuclear
family in the late medieval period long preceded the industrial revolution (Greif, 2006).

2Empirical analysis of this link is further complicated by the correlation of strong kinship ties with histor-
ical characteristics such as disease burdens and type of agriculture, which may directly affect development.
See for example Walker and Bailey (2014); Denic and Nicholls (2007).

3Fittingly, the prohibition of marriage between cousins is thought to have been central to the dissolution
of clans in Europe and the loosening of kin ties (Goody, 1983; Schulz et al., 2019).
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state bans on cousin marriage.
Our measure of cousin marriage comes from the excess frequency of marriages where

spouses share a surname. The rate of isonymous (“same-surname”) marriages has been
widely used to estimate rates of cousin marriage in a population (Darwin, 1875; Crow and
Mange, 1965). This paper introduces the use of marital isonymy to economics, and applies
it to a far larger set of marriages than, to our knowledge, has been done in other fields.
Our measure adjusts for both false positives (unrelated spouses who share a surname)
and false negatives (cousins who do not share a surname). We apply this method to a
dataset of 12 million US marriage records from 1750 to 1940. These publicly available
records, digitized and transcribed at scale for use by amateur genealogists, contain the
(pre-marital) names of the spouses and the date and place of their marriage. We estimate
that cousin marriage rates fell from around 7% in the late 18th century to 1.5% in the early
20th century.

Before turning to our causal analysis, we compare same-surname (isonymous) cou-
ples to their otherwise-similar peers. This provides a reasonable estimate of the difference
between cousin and non-cousin marriages so long as one of the following two conditions
hold: same-surname marriages among non-cousins are (1) relatively infrequent, and/or
(2) they are broadly representative of the overall population.4 We link census couples to
marriage records to identify those who shared a (pre-marital) surname.5 We find same-
surname spouses are more likely to live on a farm, less likely to be urban, and less likely
to live outside their state of birth. We also find that husbands have lower-paying occu-
pations. Notably, occupational income is lower even within census enumeration districts,
typically just a few hundred households. Do individuals with these characteristics simply
select into cousin marriage, or is some part of the relationship causal?

Our event study analysis of state bans on cousin marriage explores whether cousin
marriage has a causal effect on geographic and occupational mobility. Using all avail-
able rounds of census data from 1850 to 1940, we track the outcomes of birth cohorts six
decades prior to and following these bans. To study the effect of these bans on those most
exposed to them, we use surnames to identify families with high rates of cousin marriage.

4Another more subtle requirement is that same-surname cousin marriages are representative of all cousin
marriages.

5To study how married cousins differ from otherwise similar couples, we include year of birth, state of
birth and county of residence fixed effects. Since non-cousin same-surname marriage are more likely for
common surnames (“Smiths”), we also control for surname frequency. Results are insensitive to adding
surname fixed effects.
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One twelfth of our sample has a surname with a rate of cousin marriage above 10% in the
period preceding the first state ban. Our results compare the outcomes of men with one
of these ‘high cousin marriage’ surnames to other men born in the same state and decade.

We find that bans on cousin marriage led men with high-cousin-marriage surnames to
move off farms, into more populous (urban) locations, and across states. They also shifted
to higher-paying occupations. These effects are substantial in magnitude. Men with high-
cousin-marriage surnames born five decades after a ban (roughly the grandchildren of
those born in the same decade as the ban) are eight percentage points less likely to live on
a farm, and three percentage points more likely to live in an urban location. Occupational
income goes up by about four percent. Why would bans on cousin marriage lead to these
changes?

A decline in cousin marriage could have affected residential and occupational out-
comes through either genetic or social-cultural channels. Our results suggest that im-
provements in genetic health outcomes from reduced in-marriage are unlikely to have
been large enough to account for our effects. We combine census questions on physi-
cal disability with an indicator for living in a medical or mental institution, and find no
evidence of a reduction in these proxies for genetic disability.

Instead, we argue these effects were consequences of new marriage patterns which led
to weaker attachments to locations of origin. This could be some combination of a direct
decline in the strength of kinship ties, the need to migrate to find a spouse, or changes in
inheritance patterns. Results are consistent with weaker kinship ties being an important
channel. Our conceptual framework describes how a decline in cousin marriage would
have weakened kinship ties, and how this in turn could have resulted in geographic and
occupational mobility. In an era of increasing opportunities off farms and especially in
urban areas, this may have had substantial economic returns.

We find that treatment led to dispersion across space before it led to rural-urban mi-
gration. State-decade birth cohorts from a given surname became more dispersed across
enumeration districts (and counties), and this effect precedes the move to urban locations
by one to two (birth) decades. That is, cousin marriage bans first led to horizontal dis-
persion then to migration towards more densely populated locations. Similarly, we see
increased dispersion across occupations before we see a move to higher-paying occupa-
tions. We interpret this as the effect of looser kinship ties allowing for more experimen-
tation and individual preference. These, with a lag, could have led to the rural-urban
migration and movement up the income ladder that we observe.
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Consistent with a shift towards nuclear (or ‘conjugal’) households described in our
conceptual framework, we also find evidence for changes in household composition.
Household size goes down, in part due to having fewer children and fewer cohabiting
relatives. We also find evidence of a dark side to this transition: an increase in the likeli-
hood of living in institutional settings for the elderly, infirm or destitute. Without strong
kin ties, vulnerable individuals may have been more likely to be left to such institutions
rather than being cared for by relatives.

In contrast, treatment effects do not seem to be driven by migration in order to marry.
If this were the case, we would expect the bans to affect the migration outcomes of cohorts
born shortly before and after the ban, who may now need to migrate to find a non-cousin
spouse. Instead we only find substantial treatment effects on rural-urban and interstate
migration for cohorts born a full generation after the passing of the bans. Further, because
the census captures each birth cohort every ten years, we can see how effects change
across the lifespan. We find that much of the treatment effects on migration appear after
the age of 30, past the mean age of marriage.

Similarly, changing inheritance patterns do not seem to explain our results. While
cousins may marry as a way of keeping wealth within a family, we find that treatment
effects do not greatly differ for families with very little real estate wealth. This makes it
unlikely that effects are driven by an increased dispersal of land across generations.

Our causal interpretation of the results rests on a key identifying assumption: without
cousin marriage bans, the relative outcomes of men with high and low cousin marriage
surnames would not have diverged after a ban on cousin marriage. A general concern
is that high-cousin-marriage surnames, perhaps because they are somewhat more rural,
may gradually catch up with their peers around the time bans were passed. Reassur-
ingly, however, we find pre-trends that are remarkably flat in the few decades prior to the
passing of these bans.

We show that our results are robust to controlling for a range of potential time-varying
confounders including compulsory schooling, minimum age of marriage, railroad cover-
age, statehood, and frontier experience. We also show that our results are not driven by
selective migration from states with a ban to states without one. Finally, we explore the
robustness of results to a range of alternative measurements and empirical specifications.
We show that various changes to our measure of cousin marriage, or to how we categorize
surnames as having high cousin marriage rates, do not affect our results.

Our findings add to the literature on the effect of kinship on economic and political
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outcomes. Our causal micro evidence supports the finding of this literature that tight kin-
ship hinders political and economic modernization. This work typically uses pre-modern
measures of kinship tightness from Murdock (1949)’s Ethnographic Atlas and links them
to contemporary outcomes (Bahrami-Rad et al., 2022; Bau, 2021; Lowes, 2020; Moscona
et al., 2020; Akbari et al., 2019; Schulz et al., 2019). Notably, Enke (2019) finds that, after the
onset of the industrial revolution, societies with higher kinship tightness exhibit slower
economic development. Complementary work uses survey measures of the strength of
family ties and links these to rich individual-level data on household composition, politi-
cal participation and economic outcomes (Alesina and Giuliano, 2010, 2014; Ermisch and
Gambetta, 2010). Our 19th and early-20th century US setting offers a window into a soci-
ety undergoing a substantial shift in marriage practices while providing individual-level,
population-scale data.

The practice of cousin marriage in particular has been a focus of this literature. This
has partly been driven by the influential idea that restrictions on cousin marriage loos-
ened kinship bonds in Europe and led to European economic development (Goody, 1983;
Schulz et al., 2019; Henrich, 2020; Bahrami-Rad et al., 2022). Schulz (2022) and Akbari et al.
(2019) show that cousin marriage leads to worse institutional outcomes and higher cor-
ruption. Research in contemporary societies has focused instead on the functional benefits
that motivate cousins to marry (Do et al., 2013; Mobarak et al., 2013; Edlund, 2018; Hotte
and Marazyan, 2020).6 The reasons they emphasize (dowry payments, inheritance, and
the provision of kin-based insurance) may have been relatively unimportant in the 19th
century US, leading the practice to eventually die out. Another rationale for its disap-
pearance in the US was growing concern over its genetic consequences. However, recent
surveys have concluded that the health consequences of cousin marriages are modest and
do not justify legal restrictions (Bittles, 2012; Bennett et al., 2002). Mobarak et al. (2019) of-
fer the best causal micro evidence available on this, using unmarried opposite-sex cousins
as an instrument for cousin marriage. Their findings suggest that observational estimates
of the negative consequences of cousin marriage on child health are exaggerated and that
the true effects are small.

Our use of surnames to measure kinship and marital ties builds on work such as Cruz

6These may explain the continued widespread practice of cousin marriage in many contemporary soci-
eties: Bittles (2001) estimates that about 10% of marriages worldwide are between first or second cousins.
An alternative interpretation is the high degree of persistence in the custom of cousin marriage, as seen in
Giuliano and Nunn (2021).
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et al. (2017); Fafchamps and Labonne (2017) and Angelucci et al. (2010). The term isonymy
is used for a separate but complementary measurement aimed at identifying how much
mixing there is within and between populations. While we use marital isonymy (the
rate of same-surname marriages), Artiles (2022) uses the distribution of surnames across
locations to estimate social closure. Buonanno and Vanin (2017), in work conceptually
related to our own, find that low surname diversity in Italian localities (evidence of in-
marriage or limited migration) predicts higher tax evasion but lower crime rates.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 includes our conceptual frame-
work and the historical context, section 3 presents our data and the method we use to
estimate rates of cousin marriage. Section 4 presents correlates of cousin marriage using
OLS, and section 5 our causal analysis using variation from state bans. Section 6 con-
cludes.

2 Background

2.1 Conceptual framework

A decline in the importance of kinship has long been associated with modernity, indus-
trialization and economic growth (Weber, 1951; Goode, 1963). Henrich (2020) has further
argued that, in Europe, the breakdown of kin ties not only preceded but caused greater
urbanization and the scientific and industrial revolutions. This may be because, while in-
tensive kinship networks enable the cooperation needed in agrarian societies, they come
at the cost of reducing mobility. Central to Henrich (2020)’s argument is that this decline
in the strength of kin ties was a result of a longstanding prohibition on cousin marriage
by the Catholic church. In this section, we link theories from anthropology, sociology and
psychology to explain how a similar ban on cousin marriage in the US may have affected
economic outcomes. We first discuss reasons why a decline in cousin marriage would
lead to a broader weakening of kinship norms and practices and lead to higher mobility,
and then discuss how weaker kinship ties and the rise of the ‘isolated nuclear family’ are
linked to our geographic and occupational outcomes of interest.

Marriage between close kin is a central characteristic of what anthropologists refer
to as ‘intensive’ kinship. In addition to practicing cousin marriage, these societies are
marked by the presence of extended rather than nuclear households, low migration rates
and marriage distance (spouses are from the same or nearby communities), unilineal de-
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scent, and matri- or patri-locality (spouses residing with or near the bride or the groom’s
parents) (Walker and Bailey, 2014; Shenk et al., 2016; Henrich, 2020). Intensive kinship
norms are particularly strong in societies with competition over resources that can be mo-
nopolized, such as farm land (Walker and Bailey, 2014; Johow et al., 2019). Cousin mar-
riage intensifies the bonds among kin, which enhances cooperation and mutual defense.
It also limits competing claims on inheritance between kin, and facilitates consolidated
kin-group ownership of wealth. What effect would an exogenous reduction in cousin
marriage have on societies with some of these characteristics?

Henrich (2020) argues that the prohibition on cousin marriage by the Catholic church
in Europe led to the decline of intensive kinship practices, the dissolution of tribes and
clans, and the transition to nuclear families and greater geographic mobility.7 In related
work, Schulz et al. (2019) suggest this happened because cousin marriages create tighter
kin groups through the elimination of non-kin affinal ties (in-laws), greater similarity in
socialization, as two of the four parents of first cousins were raised in the same household,
and redirection of the evolved tendency for kin altruism towards fewer but more related
kin.

While it is plausible that a decline in cousin marriage would weaken kin bonds, ex-
isting work on this topic generally focuses on societies removed from our setting. While
not focused on cousin marriage, sociologists Parsons (1943) and Goode (1963) have high-
lighted the ‘fit’ between the isolated nuclear family, with weak ties to kin, and the de-
mands of an urban, industrial economy. Goode argued that “an industrial society is
necessarily open-class, requiring both geographic and social mobility,” and that the iso-
lated nuclear family “frees the individual from ties to the specific geographical location
where his parental family lives” (Goode, 1963, pp. 11-12). The isolated nuclear family
is contrasted with the extended family, characterized by “geographical propinquity, oc-
cupational dependence and nepotism, a sense that extended family relations are most
important” (Litwak, 1960).

We propose two related ways to think of how tight kinship bonds, reinforced through
cousin marriage, might directly affect economic decisions in our context. The first is
through a preference for contact with kin. Individuals from tightly knit families with

7The Church also imposed other restrictions on marriage and inheritance that contributed to these
changes. But Henrich (2020) and Schulz et al. (2019) argue that these other policies were similar in Eastern
churches, which did not see declines in intensive kinship practices to the same extent. The clearest differences
in terms of marriage and family policies between these churches is in the restriction on cousin marriage.
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strong ties to their relatives may develop a preference for living and working alongside
kin, even at the cost of lower wages. Given the difficulty of coordinating a move with
one’s extended family, individuals raised in farm or rural families may choose to forego
potential jobs in nearby towns and cities to maintain close contact with their kin.

A second way to think about how kinship bonds might affect mobility is through
‘relational mobility,’ a form of human capital. This refers to the ability to create new
relationships and break existing ones that are not beneficial (Yuki and Schug, 2012). Hen-
rich (2020) emphasizes that cousin marriage leads to lower relational mobility. With the
church-imposed decline of cousin marriage, individuals in medieval Europe became “in-
creasingly free to move, both relationally and residentially. Released from family obliga-
tions and inherited interdependence, individuals began to choose their own associates–
their friends, spouses, business partners, and even patrons–and construct their own re-
lational networks. This relational freedom spurred residential mobility, as individuals
and nuclear families relocated to new lands and growing urban communities.” (Henrich,
2020, p. 191)

Relational mobility requires specific skills (Oishi et al., 2015). Those raised in high
relational mobility settings learn from a young age to be on the lookout for and open to
new beneficial relationships. They must be able to discern the value and trustworthiness
of a potential relation, and invest effort in appearing desirable to others. In contrast, low
relational mobility requires a focus on maintaining relationships with in-group members,
since these are not easily replaced. Avoiding ostracism emphasizes conformity and obe-
dience.

Relational and geographic mobility are closely linked (Oishi, 2010). Low relational
mobility might impede migration due to the additional cost of creating a new social net-
work. Moving from a rural to an urban area may present an additional challenge for
individuals with low relational mobility. Urban areas demand more frequent interactions
with strangers, which may be a more challenging environment for individuals with low
relational mobility (Wirth, 1938; Fischer, 1975).

Occupational mobility may likewise be hindered by low relational mobility or a prefer-
ence for interaction with kin. Difficulty building relationships with new co-workers might
encourage work alongside kin, limiting the number of attractive workplaces and occupa-
tions. Upward occupational mobility may be particularly costly for those with strong ties
to kin. Goode (1963) emphasizes that substantial movement up in social class (for exam-
ple, taking on a white collar occupation) may require a break with one’s kin. Obligations
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to provide support to kin could also discourage movement up the social ladder (Squires,
2018).

To summarize, strong bonds with one’s kin are thought to ‘crowd out’ and discour-
age relationships with non-relatives. This could reduce both geographic and occupational
mobility. As the US urbanized and industrialized in the 19th and early 20th century, the re-
turns to such mobility were surely increasing. Cousin marriages, by strengthening family
relationships, may have entailed substantial economic cost. Before attempting to estimate
these costs, we turn to a discussion of the historical context of cousin marriage in the 19th
century US.

2.2 Historical context

Americans’ aversion to marriage between cousins is a relatively recent phenomenon. To-
day, the US has remarkably low rates of cousin marriage: researchers estimate that well
below one percent of US marriages are between first or second cousins (Bittles and Black,
2015). Such a low rate is unusual globally, as about 10% of marriages worldwide are be-
tween cousins (Bittles and Black, 2010). It is also a relatively recent phenomenon for the
US. There is wide agreement that historical US rates of cousin marriage were once sub-
stantially higher, and started declining around the middle of the 19th century (Kaplanis
et al., 2018; Bittles, 2012; Ottenheimer, 1996). This section discusses what we know about
historical rates of cousin marriage in the US, what led to their general decline, and why
some states chose to ban the practice.

No national estimate of cousin marriage exists for the 19th century US, though some
evidence exists in studies of small sub-populations. Reid (1988) traced lineages of a set of
Scotch-Irish families, finding rates of first-cousin marriage of twenty percent in the first
half of the 19th century, and three percent in the second half. Arner (1908) used the fre-
quency of same-surname marriages to estimate a rate of three percent in 18th century
New York, and one percent in Ashtabula County, Ohio in the 19th century.8 Estimates for
the 20th century are also sparse. Dispensations from Catholic marriage records suggest a
rate of 0.2% in 1960 among Americans married in a Catholic church (Freire-Maia, 1968).9

Despite this low overall rate of cousin marriage, some pockets of consanguinity survived
at least partway through the 20th century. A 1942 survey of a Kentucky community found

8Arner attributed this low rate in part to the “comparative newness of the Ohio community, in which few
families would be interrelated” (Arner, 1908).

9In contrast, Pinto-Cisternas et al. (1979), using similar data, found a rate of 4% in Spain from 1940-43.
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that 6.5% of couples were first cousins (Brown, 1951). High rates of cousin marriage have
also been documented among specific contemporary groups, such as Gypsies and Men-
nonites (Thomas et al., 1987; Moore, 1987).

This decline in cousin marriage was likely caused by a fall in both supply (fewer
cousins due to lower fertility) and demand (a growing aversion to close-cousin marriage).
Marriage between close kin is now viewed, as in most of the Western world, as taboo
(Bittles, 2012). What led to this change in attitudes? In the most sustained treatment of
the topic, Ottenheimer (1996) argues that US attitudes turned so decisively against cousin
marriage in the 19th century due largely to a growing belief in its negative health con-
sequences. Much of this, he argues, was due to sensationalist news articles and studies
such as the Bemiss Report (Bemiss, 1858), which exaggerated the health risks of cousin
marriage. The UK and much of Europe, however, saw attitudes towards cousin marriage
change around the same period. The more pronounced shift in the US, according to Ot-
tenheimer (1996), was due in part to the influence of theories of civilizational progress
which saw family structures of Native American tribes as evidence that cousin marriage
was a form of backwardness (Morgan, 1877; Ottenheimer, 1990). McKinnon (2019) fur-
ther argues that the association of cousin marriage with European royalty made it a target
of the movement to deepen the egalitarian and republican American ethos (see also Paul
and Spencer, 2016).

It is in the context of these increasingly negative attitudes that thirty two US states, be-
ginning with Kansas in 1858, began to enact legislation forbidding first-cousin marriage.10

Table 1 lists each US state and the year in which it enacted a ban on first-cousin marriage,
if ever.11 There is wide variation in the timing of bans. Kansas was joined by eight states
in the 1860s, two in the 1870s, 1880s and 1890s, six in the 1900s, five in the 1910s, and six
thereafter.

What explains this state-level variation, which we use for causal identification? One
theory, by Farber (1968), suggests that the greater individualism and heterogeneous eth-
nic origins of settlers in the Midwest and West led them to more forcefully oppose first-

10Perhaps surprisingly, such bans are rare globally. The only other countries that prohibit first cousin
marriage are China, Taiwan, Vietnam, North and South Korea, and the Philippines (Bittles, 2012).

11While our analysis does not differentiate between types of bans, there are some differences in their details
across states. For example, Indiana allows first cousins to marry if they are both above 65. Illinois allows them
to marry if they are both above 50 or either is sterile. See Paul and Spencer (2016) for more details on these
bans, and for references to the specific legal statutes by which they were enacted. See also Bratt (1984) for a
discussion of these bans from a legal perspective. We do not know of systematic data on enforcement of these
bans. However, Figure A.9 presents historical news articles that illustrate at least some enforcement.
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Table 1: Year of enactment of state laws banning first-cousin marriage

State Year State Year

Alabama Never ban Nebraska 1911
Arizona 1901 Nevada 1861
Arkansas 1875 New Hampshire 1869
California Never ban New Jersey Never ban
Colorado 1864 New Mexico Never ban
Connecticut Never ban New York Never ban
Delaware 1921 North Carolina Never ban
Florida Never ban North Dakota 1862
Georgia Never ban Ohio 1869
Idaho 1921 Oklahoma 1890
Illinois 1887 Oregon 1893
Indiana 1877 Pennsylvania 1902
Iowa 1909 Rhode Island Never ban
Kansas 1858 South Carolina Never ban
Kentucky 1946 South Dakota 1862
Louisiana 1900 Tennessee Never ban
Maine 1985 Texas 2005
Maryland Never ban Utah 1907
Massachusetts Never ban Vermont Never ban
Michigan 1903 Virginia Never ban
Minnesota 1911 Washington 1866
Mississippi 1923 West Virginia 1917
Missouri 1889 Wisconsin 1914
Montana 1919 Wyoming 1869

Source: Paul and Spencer (2016). Alaska and Hawaii are omitted since they
achieved statehood post-1940. Neither has banned first-cousin marriage, nor
has Washington, D.C.

cousin marriages as a means of increasing assimilation. In contrast Ottenheimer (1996)
argues that a parsimonious theory fits the data better: Widespread national change in
attitudes towards first-cousin marriage only took legal shape when new marriage laws
were drafted as territories achieved statehood. Older states, therefore, were less likely to
amend their long standing marriage statutes. Finally, Yamin (2009) argues that activists
and lawmakers pushed in some places to extend the reach of the state with an aim to re-
shape families. This movement, which reached its peak in the Progressive Era, likewise
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led states to introduce compulsory schooling, child labor laws and compulsory steriliza-
tion.

We test these theories in Appendix B.7. We find that some state-level characteristics do
predict whether or not a state bans cousin marriage, but none have much predictive power
for the timing of these bans. Consistent with this result, some historians have emphasized
the haphazard nature of the legislation against cousin marriage. Discussing these bans,
Paul and Spencer (2008) highlight “the ease with which a handful of highly motivated
activists–or even one individual–can be effective in the decentralized American system,
especially when feelings do not run high on the other side of an issue. The recent Texas
experience, where a state representative quietly tacked an amendment barring first-cousin
marriage onto a child protection bill, is a case in point.” (Paul and Spencer, 2008, p. 2628)

3 Data

This section begins with a description of our dataset of marriage records. We then discuss
how we use the rate of same-surname marriages to calculate rates of cousin marriage
across surnames and over time. Finally we briefly discuss the Census data we use for
measuring outcomes. Appendix B.3 describes genealogical data which, while not used in
our main analysis, validates our use of isonymy (same-surname marriages) to infer cousin
marriage rates, as discussed below.

3.1 Marriage records

The marriage records in our dataset come from original documents which have been
scanned, transcribed and made publicly available by Family Search (familysearch.org).
We retrieved this data for all US states between 1750 and 1940. The transcribed marriage
records typically include names of both spouses, and the date and location of marriage.
Appendix B.1 includes a scanned image of a sample marriage record, details about what
other information these records contain, and our data cleaning procedure.

How good is the coverage of our marriage records? The left panel of Figure A.10
shows the number of marriages in our data on an annual basis for the period we use
in our analysis (up to 1858). The right panel shows this rate relative to the overall US
population. Assuming an annual rate of 10 new marriages per 1000 people, our records
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include about 35% to 60% of marriages in this period.12 This suggests that while our
dataset is not comprehensive, it does include a substantial share of marriages in a given
year.

Table A.1 provides summary statistics of our marriage records. The first column in-
cludes all marriage records, while the second and third columns include only records ei-
ther before or after 1858, the year of the first state ban on cousin marriage. While the rate
of marriages where the spouses share a surname is low, it is noticeably lower in the latter
period of our sample. Further, while we provide more nuance below, a rough benchmark
is that the rate of cousin marriage is roughly four times the rate of isonymy, suggesting
cousin marriage rates declined from approximately 5 percent pre-1858 to 2.5 percent from
1859-1940.

3.2 Measuring cousin marriage rates

In the absence of direct measures of cousin marriage during our period of interest, we
use a method taken from population genetics to estimate these rates from our dataset
of marriages.13 The basic insight behind the method is straightforward: First-degree
cousins, who share grandparents, often share a surname. A population where cousins
frequently marry will therefore tend to have a higher share of same-surname (isonymous)
marriages than one where they do not. This section describes the formal application of
marital isonymy to our dataset of marriages, including corrections to account for false
positives and false negatives.14

The use of surnames at marriage to estimate rates of cousin marriage was first pro-
posed by Darwin (1875). Crow and Mange (1965) formalized this approach and showed
that the rate of inbreeding in a human population can in some cases be derived from mar-
riage records. That seminal paper spurred a large literature applying their technique to
various populations. (Lasker 1985 and Colantonio et al. 2003 review this literature. For
examples of marital isonymy applied to US populations see Swedlund and Boyce 1983;

12Stevenson and Wolfers (2007) find that an annual rate of 10 new marriages per 1000 people is a reliable
benchmark for the US.

13The only relevant dataset we know of with direct measures of consanguinity is Familinx (Kaplanis et al.,
2018), which is derived from online genealogies. However, as we describe in Appendix B.3, it is anonymized
and hence cannot be used for our main analysis. It is useful, however, in allowing us to perform a number of
validation exercises.

14False positives are isonymous marriages between unrelated individuals, while false negatives are non-
isonymous marriages between first cousins.
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Jorde 1989; Relethford 2017.) The link between isonymy and inbreeding has more recently
been bolstered by studies which combine surnames with DNA results (Sykes and Irven,
2000; Gymrek et al., 2013; Calafell and Larmuseau, 2017).

Some isonymous marriages are between unrelated people who happen to share a sur-
name. Not all Smiths are cousins. To deal with this, we make use of Crow and Mange
(1965)’s decomposition of total isonymy into its random and nonrandom components.
Total or observed isonymy P is simply the fraction of marriages where spouses share a
surname. (Throughout this paper, we refer to the pre-marital, or ‘maiden,’ surnames of
marriage partners. Once married, almost all couples in our setting share a surname.) Ran-
dom isonymy Pr is defined as the share of marriages we would expect to be isonymous in
a population if individuals chose their partners at random. This rate is derived solely from
the distribution of surnames in a pool of marriage partners. We treat each state-decade
as a separate marriage pool. For a given surname f (for family) in a state s in decade d,
the rate of random isonymy is simply the share of people in that marriage pool with that
surname: Pr

f sd = N f sd/Nsd, where N is a number of individuals.15

Total, or observed, isonymy can be decomposed into its random and nonrandom com-
ponents such that nonrandom isonymy Pn is the excess share of isonymous marriages –
deviation from the rate we would expect if individuals were marrying at random. We use
nonrandom isonymy to calculate cousin marriage rates since, in expectation, it nets out
marriages between unrelated partners who happen to share a surname.16 Nonrandom
isonymy, then, adjusts for common surnames having more same-surname marriages by
chance, and not due to a preference for cousin marriage.

Likewise, not all cousin marriages are isonymous. An individual’s first cousins can
be divided into four types, which are labeled as the offspring of either their (1) father’s
brother, (2) father’s sister, (3) mother’s brother, or (4) mother’s sister. In a patrilineal soci-

15This assumes that the male and female shares of a given surname in a population are equal to each other.
In practice this is almost never true, and the method we use in our analysis accounts for this. See Appendix
B.8 for the more general formula.

16This is a deviation from the typical use of nonrandom isonymy. In isolated populations where each
surname can be traced back to a single ancestor, total isonymy is the true measure of inbreeding, and random
isonymy simply captures the component of inbreeding which would result from marriage at random, with
individuals neither favoring nor avoiding their relatives. In our setting, it is reasonable to assume that if
marriages were done at random, the vast majority of same-surname marriages would not be between first
cousins. This is in part because we are not interested in kin relations more distant than first cousins, and
because most common surnames in the US do not have a single shared ancestor (at least not one recent
enough to be relevant for calculating the rate of first cousin marriage). Our procedure is therefore closer in
spirit to Darwin (1875) than to most of the modern literature on marital isonymy.
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ety, where children take the surname of their father, only marriages between the first type
leads to isonymy.17 This is illustrated in Appendix figure B.17. In the second type, for
example, the father passes down his surname but his sister’s children take their father’s
name. If all four types are equally likely, one quarter of cousin marriages will be isony-
mous. Hence, to a first approximation the rate of cousin marriage in a population is four
times the rate of isonymy. Multiplying the isonymy rate by the correct factor, then, adjusts
for false negatives in calculating cousin marriage rates from isonymy.

The relationship between isonymy and cousin marriage relies on the assumption, al-
luded to above, that consanguineous relations occur through male and female ancestors
in equal proportion. That is, all four types of cousin marriage are equally likely. Globally,
this assumption does not always hold, notably in societies that distinguish linguistically
between types of first cousins.18 However, no such preference seems to have existed in
the US at the time (Schneider and Homans, 1955; Schneider, 1980; Swedlund and Boyce,
1983). We test this in Appendix B.3 using genealogical data and find that the proportion
of each type of cousin marriage is roughly one quarter and shows no secular trend.19

For concreteness, Table 2 presents cousin marriage rates for Smiths, Wallaces, Goffs
and Swans from 1750 to 1858. Of the many Smiths in our sample, fewer than would
be expected at random married other Smiths (observed isonymy is lower than random
isonymy). Thus we infer a 0% rate of cousin marriage for Smiths. Wallaces, Goffs and
Swans are much less common than Smiths, and hence have lower rates of random isonymy.
Unlike Smiths, they have more same-surname marriages than we would expect at ran-
dom. While we observe roughly the same number of Goffs and Swans in our marriage
records, Goffs marry each other at roughly five time the rate of Swans. Over 3% of
Goffs are married to another Goff, whereas fewer than one percent of Swans married an-

17Second cousins and more distant relations may also, of course, share a surname. One of the contribu-
tions of Crow and Mange (1965) is to show that the degree of inbreeding between two marriage partners is
proportional to their probability of isonymy.

18Most societies where cousin marriage is common show a preference for cross-cousin marriage (Murdock,
1949). One notable exception to this is that many Arab societies have a preference for marriage between
cousins whose fathers are brothers (Korotayev, 2000).

19Two other relevant assumptions are that naming practices are consistent (a child always receives their
father’s surname) and that illegitimacy, adoption and surname changes are negligible (Crow and Mange,
1965). Following the literature on isonymy in the US, we take the first for granted (see for example Swedlund
and Boyce 1983). Illegitimacy and adoption are important to geneticists, as it creates a mismatch between
inherited genes and inherited surnames. In our case, this distinction is unimportant if children bear the
surname of the family that raised them, and hence we do not attempt to correct for them. Surname changes
were common for Blacks during our period of interest (many did not have inheritable surnames prior to
emancipation) and so, partly for this reason, we exclude Blacks from our analysis.
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Table 2: Calculating cousin marriage rates from isonymy (1750-1858 marriage records)

Surname Smith Wallace Goff Swan

Individuals with surname 92,299 6369 1912 1856
Married to same surname spouse 810 108 66 14

Observed isonymy P 0.88% 1.70% 3.45% 0.75%
Random isonymy Pr 1.10% 0.09% 0.04% 0.03%
Nonrandom isonymy Pn -0.22% 1.61% 3.42% 0.72%

Cousin marriage rate 0.00% 6.45% 13.66% 2.88%

Notes: Observed isonymy is the fraction of same-surname marriages. Ran-
dom isonymy is the share of same-surname marriages we would expect if
marriages were at random within each state-decade marriage pool. Nonran-
dom isonymy is the component of observed isonymy in excess of random
isonymy. Cousin marriage rates are calculated using the following formula:
CousinMarr = max{Pn × 4, 0}.

other Swan. Correspondingly, the rate of cousin marriage for Goffs is 13%, versus 3% for
Swans.20 See Appendix B.8 for more details on the procedure we use to calculate cousin
marriage rates using our marriage records, including how we aggregate surname-level
random isonymy rates from state-decade marriage pools.

For our causal analysis, we would ideally identify individuals in the census who
would marry a cousin in the absence of a ban on cousin marriage. These are the indi-
viduals most ‘treated’ by a ban. To approximate this, we identify surnames with high
rates of cousin marriage in the period preceding the first ban on cousin marriage in the
US. Men with those surnames are considered to be treated once a ban is enacted in their
state of birth. That is, we use pre-1859 surname-level rates of cousin marriage as a proxy
of a post-1859 individual’s propensity to marry a cousin.

To test whether surnames are a useful marker of the propensity to marry a cousin, we
show in Figure 1 that surname-level rates of cousin marriage are highly persistent. The
figure plots on the horizontal axis the average rate of cousin marriage for each surname in
our marriage data from 1750 to 1858. This is the period we use in our analysis to identify
‘high cousin marriage’ surnames, since it precedes the first state ban on cousin marriage.

20Recall that since only one of the four (roughly equiprobable) types of cousin marriage lead to isonymy,
we multiply nonrandom isonymy by four to infer cousin marriage rates. In some cases, such as for Smiths,
the number of isonymous marriages observed may be less than predicted by random mating, in which case
nonrandom isonymy will be negative. In such cases, we treat the cousin marriage rate as being equal to zero.
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Figure 1: Persistence in cousin marriage rates by surname

Note: This figure is a binscatter of surname-level rates of cousin marriage prior and subsequent to the first
state ban on cousin marriage. This figure omits data from state-years where cousin marriage was banned, as
well as any surname with fewer than 50 marriages in either period.

The vertical axis plots surname-level rates of cousin marriage from 1859 to 1940, exclud-
ing state-year observations in which cousin marriage was banned. The upward-sloping
relationship is evidence of persistence: surnames with high rates of cousin marriage in
the early period also have higher rates of cousin marriage in the later period, despite an
overall decline in cousin marriage rates.21

3.3 U.S. cousin marriage, 1750 to 1940

How do our estimated rates of cousin marriage vary over time and across the US? Figure
2 shows how our measure varies across states over 50-year intervals. The sequence of
maps shows both the decline in rates over time, and its geographic variation. For our

21The stability of cousin marriage rates is consistent with Giuliano and Nunn (2021), who show persistence
of such practices over very long periods of time.
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Figure 2: Cousin marriage in the U.S. (1750-1940)

Note: States with fewer than 1000 records in a given time period are shaded in grey.

main analysis, we classify surnames as having high (or low) rates of cousin marriage
using all marriages from 1750 to 1858. Appendix Figure A.11 shows state-wide rates for
that period, which is the most relevant for our analysis. During this period, Utah has
the highest rate, followed by Virginia, North Carolina, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island, Colorado and Nebraska. Finally, Appendix Figure A.12 shows the estimated rate
of cousin marriage for the US as a whole, from 1750 to 1940. This figure illustrates the
decline in cousin marriage rates from about 7% in the late 18th century to 1.5% in the
early 20th century.

3.4 Census data

Data on individual outcomes come from the 1850 to 1940 restricted complete count US
Census from IPUMS (Ruggles et al., 2015). We use data on location of residence, occupa-
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tion, household composition, and medical disability. Appendix B.6 provides a complete
list of the outcome variables used in our analysis and their definitions.

4 OLS estimates from same-surname couples

This section explores the way in which married cousins differ from comparable unrelated
couples. We do this by linking married couples in the census to their marriage record.
This allows us to directly compare isonymous and non-isonymous couples and study
their differences. To focus on comparisons between otherwise comparable couples, we
include a stringent set of fixed effects. Our results compare couples living in the same
county, with husbands born the same year and in the same state, wives born the same
year and in the same state, and observed in the same census round. Comparing these
couples provides a credible lower-bound on the differences in characteristics of cousin
marriages, given two assumptions that we feel are reasonable in this setting.

The first assumption is that a higher proportion of isonymous marriages are cousin
marriages than is the case for non-isonymous marriages. Note that we do not require
that all isonymous marriages be between cousins. Non-cousin isonymous marriages, so
long as they are representative of the population of non-cousin marriages, will simply
lead us to understate the differences between cousin and non-cousin marriages in our
comparison. Similarly, if non-isonymous marriages contain a large share of cousin mar-
riages, we again understate the differences. It seems likely that a large share of isonymous
marriages are between cousins, and that the share of non-isonymous marriages that are
between cousins is small.

The second assumption is that isonymous cousin marriages, between the children of
two brothers who pass down the same surname, are representative of all cousin mar-
riages. We have no direct evidence that these marriages are representative of all cousin
marriages, but no reason to believe otherwise. Standard American kinship patterns do not
distinguish between cousin types (cross- versus parallel-, and patrilateral versus matrilat-
eral), unlike in many societies worldwide which have specific taboos or preferences over
some type of cousin marriage (Schneider, 1980; Schneider and Homans, 1955). Kinship in
the US is bilateral, traced through both the father’s and mother’s line.
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4.1 Empirical analysis

Since the census omits married women’s pre-marital surname, we link couples to their
marriage record to identify isonymous (same-surname) spouses. To do so we use ques-
tions about the year in which a couple was married, asked only in the 1900, 1910 and 1930
census questionnaires. Combined with the husband’s full name and the wife’s forename,
we use their marriage year to link census couples to their marriage record.22 We link
about one million marriage records to two million census individuals. In Appendix Table
A.2, we compare the linked data to the entire set of married individuals in the relevant
census rounds. About half a percent of these couples are isonymous – that is, they shared
a surname prior to marriage.

Under the assumptions described above, a comparison of isonymous to non-isonymous
couples provides an underestimate of the differences between cousin and non-cousin cou-
ples. We regress a range of census outcomes on an indicator variable for being in an isony-
mous marriage, and include a range of controls to absorb confounding variation. We use
the following specification:

yilc = βIsonymousi + αl + αc + Xiδ + ϵilc, (1)

where i, l, and c refer to a couple, location of residence (county), and census round, re-
spectively. Isonymousi is a binary variable which denotes whether the couple are in an
isonymous marriage, and β is our coefficient of interest. We include fixed effects for the
county of residence and census round (αl and αc). Xi is a vector of couple-level controls
that consists of fixed effects for year and state of birth (for both husband and wife sepa-
rately), and (log) surname size.23 Since some couples are observed more than once across
the three census rounds, we cluster standard errors at the level of the couple.

22To allow for recall and administrative errors, we allow links with marriage records that were registered
up to two years before or after the year of marriage as stated in the census. We restrict our links to cases
where no more than one marriage record matches the data from the census. To allow for slight differences
in transcription, we allow for matches where the names are very similar but not identical. We consider a
name to match if the Jaro-Winkler distance score is greater than 90%. Both the husband’s and the wife’s name
strings must be above 90% for the couple to be considered a match. To match the analysis in the rest of this
paper, we restrict this sample to US-born Whites, ages 18-50.

23Surname size is defined as the number of individuals with that surname. This is to account for more
common surnames having higher rates of random isonymy
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4.2 Results

Results from Table 3 show meaningful differences between isonymous and non-isonymous
couples. These suggest that married cousins are more rural and less likely to migrate
across states, and have lower-earning occupations. These differences are substantial in
magnitude, even after conditioning on state and year of birth, surname size and county
of residence. We find they are five percentage points more likely to live on a farm and
four percentage points less likely to live in an ‘urban’ location (more than 2500 people).
They live in locations with 25% fewer residents. Each spouse is three percentage points
less likely to live in a different state than they were born in.

Men in same-surname (isonymous) marriages have occupations that pay 5-6% less,
measured either using Occupational Income Score (occscore), or a recent alternative which
predicts earnings using occupation, industry, and demographics.24 This result holds even
within census enumeration districts, which typically include only a few hundred house-
holds (see Appendix Table A.3).

Women in same-surname marriages have a slightly higher mean age at marriage, but
also a higher variance. Because of this, they also are more likely to marry before before the
age of 18. Same-surname spouses have slightly larger households and more co-resident
children under the age of five, perhaps indicative of higher fertility. They are no more
likely to live in a multigenerational household (three or more coresident generations) nor
do they live with more (related) couples. Household members (including children) have
higher rates of disability, but this difference is not statistically significant, in part because
this outcome is so rare in this sample.

Consistent with our conceptual framework, cousin marriage is associated with less
geographic mobility. In an era of US history undergoing large-scale urbanization and
industrialization, as expected this is also associated with lower-paying occupations. In
the next section we investigate whether cousin marriage causes lower mobility, as sug-
gested in section 2.1, or whether remoteness, poverty, or some related characteristics lead
to higher rates of in-marriage.

24We do not report the income of women, since their labor force participation is only five percent in this
sample.
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Table 3: Correlates of cousin marriage: OLS regressions

Mean of non-isonymous Isonymous Std. Error Observations

Panel A: Residence and migration
Farm 0.3 0.050*** 0.0063 1,017,678
Urban 0.45 -0.040*** 0.0049 1,017,678
Urbanization (log pop’n in location of residence) 3.08 -0.246*** 0.0271 1,017,471
Living outside state of birth (husband) 0.37 -0.027*** 0.0052 1,017,678
Living outside state of birth (wife) 0.34 -0.028*** 0.0053 1,017,678

Panel B: Occupational income (husband)
Log Occscore 3.07 -0.065*** 0.0064 856,585
Log LIDO score 3.04 -0.045*** 0.0057 844,838
Percentile rank 49.84 -3.44*** 0.364 897,692

Panel C: Age at marriage
Marriage age (husband) 24.4 0.058 0.0566 1,017,678
Marriage age (wife) 20.97 0.095* 0.0572 1,017,678
Husband married before age 20 0.1 0.011** 0.0047 1,017,678
Husband married before age 18 0.02 0.003 0.0023 1,017,678
Wife married before age 18 0.19 0.013** 0.0059 1,017,678
Wife married before age 16 0.05 0.014*** 0.0039 1,017,678

Panel D: Household composition
Family Size 4.46 0.19*** 0.0308 1,016,367
No of couples (in unit) 0.07 -0.001 0.0049 1,017,678
No of children (under 5) 0.64 0.064*** 0.012 1,016,367
Multigenerational HH (3+ gens) 0.09 0.001 0.0042 1,017,678

Panel E: Disability
Deaf or blind (any HH member), per 1000 1.01 0.453 1.10 329,706

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. Each observation represents one married couple in one census round. Standard errors
clustered at the couple-level, since a marriage record can be linked to more than one census round. All regressions include
fixed effects for census year, husband’s birth year, wife’s birth year, husband’s birth state, wife’s birth state, and county of
residence. Regressions also control for (log) surname size to account for higher random isonymy for more common names.
For the analysis in this table, we link married couples in the 1900, 1910 and 1930 U.S. census rounds to their marriage record
(as described in section 4.1) in order to identify isonymous couples. The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. Panel
B excludes individuals with no reported occupation, and Panel E excludes individuals from the 1900 and 1930 census rounds
where these data were not collected.
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5 Event study: Causal effect of cousin marriage

5.1 Data and empirical strategy

The goal of this analysis is to study the causal effect of cousin marriage on individual-level
economic outcomes. To do so, we use variation induced by state-level bans on cousin mar-
riage. We identify surnames with high rates of cousin marriage in the period prior to the
first state ban (up to 1858), and treat these high-cousin-marriage surnames as being ex-
posed to a potential ban.25 Individuals born in a state where a ban on cousin marriage has
been passed would be considered treated if they have a high-cousin-marriage surname.
Their key comparison group are individuals from the same state-decade birth cohort, but
with a surname not associated with high rates of cousin marriage. Our treatment, then, is
at the level of a surname × birth-state × birth-decade.

An event study specification allows us to study the dynamic effects of reductions in
cousin marriage rates across decadal birth cohorts. This allows us both to visually inspect
trends in outcomes prior to bans on cousin marriage, and to inspect the short, medium
and longer term consequences of the bans.

Our event study uses stacked individual-level data from all available full-count cen-
sus rounds, from 1850 to 1940. Since women in this period generally change surnames
once married, and we assign treatment status using surnames, we only include men in
our analysis. We also restrict our sample to 18-50 year-olds to focus on working-age indi-
viduals and to limit the selection out of sample due to adult mortality. We also restrict our
sample to Whites since we cannot reliably trace surname-level rates of cousin marriage
for Blacks, many of whom took new surnames after emancipation (Byers, 1995; Litwack,
1979).

We link each individual’s census outcomes to their surname-level cousin marriage
rate, as described in Section 3.2. This allows us to classify each individual as belonging to
a ‘high’ or a ‘low’ cousin marriage surname, where we define a ‘high’ surname as having
a cousin marriage rate of 10% or higher prior to the first state ban (1859).

25This is justified in part by the high level of persistence of surname-level cousin marriage rates, as shown
in Figure 1.
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The specification we use for our event study analysis is

yihstc = αst + αsh + αc +
6

∑
τ=−6
τ ̸=−1

βτHighCMh × 1[Kst = τ] + ϵihstc, (2)

where i is an individual, h denotes high (or low) cousin marriage surnames, s is a state
of birth, t ∈ {1800-1809, 1810-1819, ... , 1920-1929} is a decade of birth, and c ∈ {1850,
1860, ... , 1940} is a census round.26 HighCMh is an indicator equal to 1 for surnames
classified as having high rates of cousin marriage (above 10% in the pre-period), and each
state-and-decade-of-birth cohort is assigned a relative time indicator Kst, defined relative
to the timing of a ban on cousin marriage in a given state.27 For our analysis, we restrict
our sample to individuals born in states that banned cousin marriage before 1940, which
is the last census which we use outcomes from.28

The birth-state × birth-decade (αst) fixed effects absorb all variation in exposure to the
state-level bans on cousin marriage. The β coefficients on treatment, therefore, can only
be estimated because the relative time indicators are interacted with the indicator for hav-
ing a high-cousin-marriage surname (HighCMh). These fixed effects absorb much of the
potentially confounding variation in our analysis, as anything that affects states differ-
entially around the passage of a ban is accounted for. Our baseline specification also in-
cludes birth-state × high-cousin-marriage surname (αsh) and census round (αc) fixed effects,
which control for potential persistent differences in outcomes for high-cousin-marriage
surnames in some states, and time-varying changes in outcomes unrelated to treatment
status, respectively. We cluster standard errors at the birth-state level.

To allow for treatment effects that differ according to the timing of bans, we implement
the “interaction-weighted” estimator proposed in Sun and Abraham (2021) for our event
study coefficients. This procedure corrects for treatment effect heterogeneity across birth
cohorts and states. In our baseline specification, our treatment group’s outcomes are esti-
mated relative to same-cohort individuals from low-cousin-marriage surnames. We show

26Anyone born prior to 1800 would be above 50 in our first census, and hence not part of our sample, and
anyone born after 1929 would be too young in the 1940 census.

27Seven percent of the census individuals included in our analysis have a high-cousin-marriage surname.
In Section 5.5 we show our results are robust to alternative thresholds for defining high-cousin-marriage
surnames.

28This means that there are three states (Texas, Kentucky and Maine) that eventually banned cousin mar-
riage but are not part of our sample. In practice this makes little difference because these states have very few
people in the 1940 census who are young enough to show up in the “six decades prior” relative time-period.
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that our results are insensitive to using the last-treated cohort instead. We also present
results using OLS, to show that this choice of estimator is not driving our results.

The Sun and Abraham (2021) estimator is robust to treatment effect heterogeneity, but
it does require two assumptions. The first is the presence of parallel trends, which we
explore by reporting six decades of pre-treatment coefficients. The second assumption is
that there be no anticipatory behavior prior to treatment. In our specification this requires
that the relative time treatment indicators be defined in such a way that cohorts assigned
to pre-treatment periods not be affected by the bans. Since cohorts born prior to a ban
may be treated, we assign relative time indicator Kst = 0 to the cohort born in the decade
preceding a ban. Correspondingly, a cohort born in the same decade as a ban is passed in
their state is assigned a relative time value of Kst = 1.

In the following section, we use this event study estimator to study the dynamic causal
effect of cousin marriage bans on a range of outcomes. In doing so, we follow the hypothe-
ses laid out in our conceptual framework. Namely, a decline in cousin marriage may lead
to a shift away from intensive kinship practices, and an increase in both geographic and
occupational mobility. Given the growing returns to urban occupations relative to farm
work in this period, this would likely also lead to higher-paying occupations. A decline
in the strength of kinship ties should also lead to changes in household composition, to-
wards more isolated nuclear households.

5.2 Effect of bans on cousin marriage rates

Our first result is to show that bans on first-cousin marriage did decrease rates of cousin
marriage, as measured using our marriage dataset. Specifically, we find that surnames
with higher rates of cousin marriage prior to 1859 see a disproportionate fall in cousin
marriage rates following a state ban.

Figure 3 shows the differential effect of cousin marriage bans on high and low cousin
marriage surnames.29 The specification used is similar to (2) with some minor modifi-
cations. The outcome variable is cousin marriage rate at the state × year × high-cousin-
marriage-surname level.30 The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) with
respect to the ban in a state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname
with high pre-period cousin marriage (as in specification (2)). We include year, state ×

29The corresponding tables for the figures in this section are presented in Appendix A.
30We drop cells with fewer than 50 observations for this analysis to reduce noise.
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Figure 3: Impact of cousin bans on cousin marriage rates

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification
(2), with modifications as described in the second paragraph of section 5.2. The outcome variable is cousin
marriage rate at the state × year × pre-period cousin-marriage-level (high vs low). The main regressors are relative
time indicators (decades) with respect to the ban in a state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a
surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state
× decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban
on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.

decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname fixed effects. The results show that the
bans caused a disproportionate drop in cousin marriage rates for high-cousin-marriage
surnames. The effects are observed as early as the decade of the ban and grow over time.

The finding that cousin marriage bans were effective in reducing rates of cousin mar-
riage does not depend on our method for calculating cousin marriage rates or on our
empirical strategy. Appendix B.3 replicates this result using an entirely distinct dataset
derived from genealogical records to directly identify cousin marriages, rather than infer-
ring them from same-surname marriage records. That genealogical dataset, since it does
not include names or other identifiers, does not lend itself to our main analysis since we
cannot link it to outcomes of interest. It does however allow us to validate the effect of
cousin marriage bans on rates of cousin marriage. Any potential problems with this alter-
native dataset should be orthogonal to the potential issues of measuring cousin marriage
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using isonymy in marriage records.31

5.3 Main results: Residential and occupational mobility

Results from section 4 show that cousin marriage in the US is associated with lower ge-
ographic mobility and lower-paying occupations. Here we consider the causal effect of a
decline in cousin marriage on residential and occupational outcomes. We start with resi-
dential outcomes that speak to whether the decline of cousin marriage contributed to the
dramatic shift during our period out of farms and into urban areas. As per census records,
the proportion of the population living in urban areas went from 17% in 1850 to 58% in
1940. Figure 4 shows the effect of cousin marriage bans on four related outcomes: log of
the population size in an individual’s location of residence, and indicators for living on
a farm, living in an urban area, and living in a state other than one’s state of birth. For
each of these outcomes, the relevant sub-figure’s horizontal axis denotes an individual’s
decade of birth relative to the ban on cousin marriage ban in their birth state. The vertical
axis shows coefficient values denoting the differential effect of cousin marriage bans on in-
dividuals with high versus low cousin marriage surnames born in the same state × decade.
The omitted relative time coefficient at −1 represents individuals born two decades prior
to a ban. Those born the decade preceding a ban are assigned relative time value 0 since
they are the first birth cohort plausibly affected by a ban.

The first of the four outcomes in Figure 4 is the log of the population size of an indi-
vidual’s location of residence, as coded by the census bureau. Since it captures in a contin-
uous way the transition from farm, to town, to city, we think of this as our best measure of
the process of rural-urban migration. Note that because we are always comparing across
surnames within state and decade birth cohorts, we are not simply capturing the over-
all increase in population density in a given state. Rather, a non-zero effect size implies
differential movement to higher-density locations by people with high-cousin-marriage
surnames in the decades following a ban. Our results suggest bans on cousin marriage
lead individuals from high-cousin-marriage surnames to migrate to higher-population
locations, after a lag of a few decades. The estimated effect sizes are substantial: Cousin
marriage bans lead treated men born three decades after a ban (relative time value of +4)
to live in locations with about 20% larger population.

31Specifically, one potential issue is that bans disproportionately affected marriages between cousins that
share a surname, which would lead us to overstate the reduction in cousin marriage. We show in Appendix
B.5 that this was not the case.
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Figure 4: Impact of cousin marriage bans on rural-urban and interstate migration

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with
an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes
fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent
the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at
the birth-state level.
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Consistent with this finding, the second and third sub-figures show that treated men
become less likely to live on a farm and more likely to live in an urban location.32 Those
born three decade after a ban are five percentage points less likely to live on a farm, and
one percentage point more likely to live in an urban area.

Rather than simply using an individual’s location of residence, we would ideally mea-
sure actual migration. Unfortunately, prior to 1940 the only direct measure of migration
in the census comes from comparing an individual’s state of residence to their state of
birth. This is imperfect since it captures, for example, moves made when an individual
was an infant, and it treats return migrants identically to those who never leave their state
of birth. Given these caveats, we present results for (lifetime) inter-state migration in the
fourth sub-figure. Here again we find that cousin marriage bans had a positive effect
on geographic mobility. Treated men born three decades after a ban are two percentage
points more likely to live in a state other than their state of birth.

Cousin marriage bans also seem to have led to higher incomes, as shown in Figure 5.
Prior to 1940, the census does not include individual information on wages or income, so
we use a variety of imputations that use an individual’s occupation to infer their income.
The first is the log of an occupation’s ‘score,’ defined as the median income for that occu-
pation in 1950 (Sobek, 1995). While commonly used, this measure assumes all individuals
with the same occupation earn the same amount across time, space, sex and race. To some
extent, our research design makes these problems less severe than they might otherwise
be. Fixed effects for birth-state × birth-decade account for most of the variation in an occu-
pation’s earnings over time and space. Also, by restricting our analysis to white men, we
need not account for differential wages by sex or race. Nevertheless, we present results
in Figure 5 for three other methods that use more than just occupation to impute income.
We presents results using a cohort-specific occupational percentile rank from Song et al.
(2020), and an adjusted income score using industry, occupation, and demographics from
Saavedra and Twinam (2020). Each of these measures are described in Appendix B.6. Us-
ing any of these measures, we find that a ban on cousin marriage caused movement up the
occupational ladder. For men from high-cousin-marriage surnames born three decades
post-ban (relative time value of +4), the ban led to a two percent increase in income.

32Cities and incorporated places of 2,500 inhabitants or more are classified as ‘urban’ by the Census Bureau.
Other local subdivisions with population of 10,000 and population density above 1000 per square mile are
also included. See Appendix B.6 for more details on this classification.
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Figure 5: Impact of cousin marriage bans on income

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with
an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes
fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent
the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at
the birth-state level.
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5.4 Channels

Why did bans on cousin marriage lead to migration off farms and into cities, and to
higher-paying occupations? We consider evidence for four potential channels: weaker
kinship ties, migration induced by having to find a non-cousin spouse, changes in inher-
itance patterns, and fewer genetic disorders. Unfortunately our evidence does not allow
us to make a conclusive judgment on the importance of these four potential channels,
though we do provide suggestive evidence in support of weaker kinship ties and against
the latter three.

Kinship ties

Our conceptual framework (section 2.1) describes how a decline in cousin marriage may
have led to a weaker kinship ties. This loosening of ties would have allowed individuals
to be more mobile, both geographically and occupationally, leading to the outcomes de-
scribed above. In the absence of direct measures of kinship ties, we present results from
three types of outcomes that would be affected by weaker kinship bonds: geographic and
occupational dispersion, household composition, and the likelihood of living in a (non-
correctional) institution rather than with one’s relatives. We do not think of any of these
as mechanisms, but rather ancillary outcomes which would also have been affected if
kinship ties were weakened by bans on cousin marriage.

Dispersion. While we have shown that bans on cousin marriage led to greater ‘vertical’
mobility (living in more dense locations, and moving up the occupational ladder), our
conceptual framework suggests that loosening kinship ties would also lead to ‘horizon-
tal’ mobility. With weaker attachments to one’s family of orientation and extended kin,
individuals and nuclear families would become more willing to move to other locations in
search of work or housing. Weaker kinship ties would mean that distance from one’s kin
would be less costly (socially, psychologically or otherwise). Similarly, horizontal occupa-
tional mobility implies greater dispersion in occupations within members of an extended
family, without necessarily moving up (or down) the occupational income ladder. This
could happen because of an improved ability or willingness to work with and learn from
non-kin, or because of a greater circle of connections (such as in-laws) to help with find-
ing a job. Further, we should expect these horizontal moves to happen more easily than
vertical moves, since they require less of a decline in kinship ties.

To measure horizontal mobility, we present results on geographic and occupational
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dispersion within surname × birth state × birth decade cohorts. We calculate a geographic
analogue to a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) where for each individual the outcome
is the proportion of men sharing their surname, birth-state and birth-decade living in
an enumeration district other than their own.33 Enumeration districts are the smallest
geographic units easily available using census data, and are substantially smaller than
counties. They represent the area assigned to a single enumerator and typically include
at most a few hundred households. This value increases as surname × birth state × birth
decade cohorts disperse across space. Figure A.1 shows that bans on cousin marriage led to
an increase in this measure of dispersion. It also shows a similar increase in occupational
dispersion, defined in an analogous way but using occupation codes instead of enumer-
ation districts.34 Notably, we observe an increase in these dispersion measures for earlier
treatment cohorts than those which experience rural-urban migration and growth in oc-
cupational income (‘vertical’ mobility). This suggests that reductions in cousin marriage
first lead to spreading out, both geographically and across occupations, then movement
up the ladder for both.

Household composition. As discussed in our conceptual framework, sociologists have
emphasized the importance of the rise of the ‘conjugal’ household in the process of indus-
trialization and urbanization in the US during this period. Weaker kinship ties are closely
linked to this change in family patterns, characterized by smaller households and fewer
adult relatives cohabitating. We use the following census outcomes to study this transi-
tion: household size, number of couples in a household, number of resident children, and
an indicator for living in a household that includes three or more generations. (For each of
these, we restrict attention to household members one is related to, excluding for example
boarders and servants.) These results are reported in Figure A.2. Bans on cousin marriage
led to smaller family size. This is in part because of a reduction in the number of children
under the age of five, as well as the number of other co-residing couples.35 However we

33For each individual in our sample, we calculate the following formula: 1 - ( Nkste
Nkst

)2. Here Nkste denotes
the number of individuals with the same surname k, birth-state s, birth-decade t, and living in the same
enumeration district e as the individual in question, while Nkst denotes the total number of individuals with
surname k, birth-state s and birth-decade t. The index is defined similarly for occupational categories.

34The geographic dispersion results hold if we use counties or states instead of enumeration districts. The
occupational dispersion results hold if we collapse occupations into ten one-digit occupation categories from
IPUMS.

35IPUMS reports the total number of one’s own (co-resident) children, and children under five. We use the
latter as it abstracts from changes in the age at which children move away from home, and instead measures
something closer to fertility. We use the number of co-residing couples to capture clear departures from the
definition of a conjugal household: that each married couple establish their own household.
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do not see any effect on the probability of being in a multi-generational household.
Institutionalization. While strong kin ties may limit mobility, they provide more than

just ties of affection and a sense of belonging. Among other functions they can be a source
of support for the elderly, infirm or destitute. Weaker kin bonds may mean more such
individuals are either abandoned or placed in an institution. We test for this in a limited
way using census data on who lives in institutions for the elderly, handicapped, poor, or
mentally ill, as categorized by IPUMS.36 Weaker kinship ties may lead to an increase in
this measure if some of the people who would otherwise have been cared for by their
kin are instead placed in one of these institutions. Figure A.3 presents the results. We
find a small but significant positive effect on such institutionalization, consistent with a
weakening of kinship ties.

In sum, we find increases in horizontal mobility, changes in household composition,
and increases in rates of institutionalization that are consistent with weaker kinship ties
as a result of bans on cousin marriage. However it is important to note that there are other
reasons these outcomes may have changed as they did alongside our main results. Rural-
urban migration, caused by some unrelated mechanism, could also have led to smaller
households and increases in institutionalization. Horizontal geographic mobility could
be the result of moves to find a non-cousin spouse. We consider prominent potential
channels from the literature on the effects of cousin marriage.

Marriage markets

Bans on cousin marriage have a direct effect on the marriage markets of individuals who
would have otherwise married a cousin. In rural locations, marriage markets may be
thin enough that the inability to marry a cousin means having to move to find a suitable
spouse.37 Similarly, non-cousin spouses may simply live further away from each other
pre-marriage, such that now at least one of the spouses must move to join the other. Fi-
nally, pre-marital investments in human capital may have higher returns in the non-kin
marriage market. A teenager who expects to marry their cousin may see less need to
pursue their education.

Broadly consistent with this channel, we showed an increase in geographic dispersion

36For reference, in the 1850 census 53% of people who fit this broad category are in the sub-category “Poor
house, almshouse.”

37As shown in Figure A.1, we do find increased geographic dispersion for men with high-cousin-marriage
surnames following a ban.
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in Figure A.1 following treatment. To more specifically test whether this represents a di-
rect marriage market effect, we focus here on young, not-yet-married individuals. We first
test this by splitting our sample above and below the median age, and present results sep-
arately for each. Second, we compare effect sizes for married and unmarried individuals
above the age of 30. While this more precisely tests the channel of interest, it is less clean
empirically since the choice to marry is endogenous.

We present results from the age heterogeneity analysis in Figure A.4. Note that be-
cause the time dimension in our event study refers to birth cohorts, individuals will typ-
ically be included more than once, at ten year intervals, and hence at different ages. The
two overlapping coefficients for a given relative time value therefore are estimated on the
same individuals, measured when young (18-30) and again when older (31-50). If migra-
tion to more urban areas was driven by the search for a spouse, we should expect that
treatment effects should be fully apparent for the younger sample, and not grow sub-
stantially for the older sample, for whom the ban on cousin marriage imposes no new
incentive to migrate. Instead we find that effect sizes are typically larger for the older
sample (31 to 50).

Figure A.5 provides a comparison of married versus unmarried men 30 and above.
Results suggest that, if anything, treatment effects are larger for unmarried men. While of
course there is selection in marriage, we might expect that those who remain unmarried
past 30 would be less likely to have moved to a more populous location. This result, as
well as the one from Figure A.4, holds for all the measures of migration used in our main
results (indicators for farm, urban, and lifetime interstate migration).

Inheritance

The practice of cousin marriage in many cultures is deeply tied to inheritance practices, as
emphasized by Bahrami-Rad (2021) in India and the Muslim world. Here cousin marriage
matters because it allows wealth (typically land or livestock) to remain within a kinship
group.38 While the link to inheritance practices is less clear in the nineteenth-century
US setting, the inability to consolidate family wealth holdings through cousin marriages
may have led to greater rural-urban migration. Rather than having farmland divided
into smaller parcels across generations, cousin marriage may have allowed land to be

38Often this arises in societies where daughters share in their father’s inheritance. Choosing to marry
someone from outside the male line of descent would take away from the clan or kinship group’s stock of
wealth. In societies where daughters do not inherit, cousin marriage does not affect inheritance outcomes.
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consolidated in fewer branches of the family. As a consequence, more offspring may have
become landless and hence found it necessary to exit farming and migrate for work.

Unfortunately we are limited in our ability to test this potential channel. The census
does not include any measures of land holdings or wealth after 1870, which means we
cannot track how the distribution of farm land or other wealth changed over time. We do
find that surname-level cousin marriage rates predict higher 1850 real estate ownership.
This is true for both farm and non-farm households. This supports the idea that inter-
generational management of wealth (and especially land) may have played some part in
motivating cousins to marry.

To test whether changes in inheritance led to our main results, we turn to heteroge-
neous effects of the bans on cousin marriage by how much wealth families owned. For
families with little wealth to pass on to future generations, changes in inheritance practices
should have been less relevant. For these low-wealth families, whether cousins married
or not would have had little effect on geographic or occupational mobility.

To study heterogeneity by wealth, we split the sample by each surname’s average
real estate holdings in the 1850 census, prior to the first ban on cousin marriage. We as-
sign households to above- or below-median real estate value, which was $234 (roughly
$9, 000 in current value). Figure A.6 shows treatment effects separately for high- vs low-
real-estate-value surnames. Migration to more urban areas seems to have been, if any-
thing, slightly greater for surnames with below-median real estate holdings in 1850. This
suggests that the consolidation of wealth across generations was not a central channel
through which the cousin marriage bans affected geographic mobility.

Individualism

Cousin marriage may foster communalistic attitudes and lead to lower levels of individ-
ualism (Henrich, 2020). Our results may be driven by increasing levels of individualism,
which might lead to more mobility as highlighted in Knudsen (2022). Following this liter-
ature, we use as our measure of individualism the commonness of (given) names parents
give their children. Choosing less common first names for one’s children is thought to be
a reflection of higher levels of individualism (Varnum and Kitayama, 2011; Twenge et al.,
2010).

Following Bazzi et al. (2020), for each census round we find the top ten names for
boys and for girls under the age of ten. This is done for each census region separately
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to capture potential regional variation in the list of common names. For each individual
in our sample with at least one child below ten, we then calculate the share of children
that do not have one of these common names. Figure A.7 suggests that bans on cousin
marriage did not have measurable impacts on this measure of individualism suggesting
that, in our setting, this does not seem to have been a primary channel through which
declines in cousin marriage led to increases in mobility.

Genetic disability

Reduced in-marriage may have led to fewer deleterious recessive genes being expressed,
and hence better outcomes for descendants of men who would otherwise have married
their cousin. The timing of treatment effects is consistent with this potential channel, since
we would expect genetic health to improve slowly, over generations. Only the children
and grandchildren of treated men would have improved outcomes.

In the absence of records on genetic disorders we cannot directly test this potential
channel. Instead we propose two measures in the historical census that can serve as prox-
ies. The first is whether an individual was noted as either blind, or ‘deaf and dumb,’
the terms used at the time for severe hearing and speech disabilities, respectively.39 The
second is whether an individual was living in a hospital, mental institution, or home for
the physically handicapped. Since both proxies are quite rare, we show results for an in-
dicator outcome equal to one if an individual is either blind, ‘deaf and dumb,’ or living
in a medical institution, and report the value per 10,000 people. Figure A.8 presents our
results. While the results are noisy, we do not see a decrease in this measure of disability
following a ban on cousin marriage. This suggests that an improvement in genetic health
does not explain our findings.

5.5 Robustness and threats to identification

Time-varying confounders. The timing of state bans could be correlated with policies or
changes which may confound our findings. Since we include birth state × birth decade
fixed effects in our regressions, confounding variation that affects states differently around
the passage of bans is already accounted for – unless they affect high and low cousin mar-

39The 1850 and 1860 full-count census rounds also include whether an individual was noted as being ‘id-
iotic’ or ‘insane’. These are too early to provide us with post-ban outcomes necessary to estimate treatment
effects.
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riage surnames differently. We thus control for a number of factors (at the birth state × birth
decade level) that one might be concerned is correlated with the timing of state bans and
that may affect high and low cousin marriage families differently. These include: whether
there was a sterilization law in place, whether there was a compulsory schooling law in
place, whether the state had a minimum age of marriage law (above 16), percent of state
with railroad coverage, whether the state was already a part of the union (had achieved
statehood), percentage of the state that had frontier experience, the share of foreign born
individuals in the state and finally sex ratios in the state. We interact these variables with
the dummy denoting a high-cousin-marriage surname and add them to our main specifi-
cation – the results are presented in Table A.15. Both in terms of magnitude and statistical
significance, these estimates are very similar to our main estimates.

Selective inter-state migration. One concern with our identification strategy is selective
out-migration: families that have a preference for cousin marriage may move to states that
do not have a ban. If that were the case, we should see affected individuals preferentially
migrating to states that do not (yet) have a ban in place. We re-run the analysis for lifetime
inter-state migration (living in a state other than your state of birth) but now split the
outcome into two: migrating to a state that already has a ban in place versus one that
does not (Figure A.13). We find that the effects are very similar for both, suggesting there
was not a tendency to migrate in order to marry in a state where it could be done legally.

In a related robustness check instead of assigning treatment based on an individual’s
own birthplace, we use their father’s birthplace to account for selective-migration. Since
father’s birthplace is missing for some census rounds, our sample shrinks when we do
this. Our main results nevertheless remain robust, as shown in Table A.16.

Surname standardization. The surnames we use to link census individuals to cousin
marriage rates may be subject to spelling variations over time or across space. To account
for this we show that our results are insensitive to standardizing surnames using NYSIIS
(New York State Identification and Intelligence System) phonetic codes.40 This procedure
combines, for example, the surnames Smith, Smithe, and Smit, and combines Smither and
Smithers. We use these standardized phonetic codes to link marriage record surnames
to census surnames. Table A.17 shows results for our primary outcomes (rural-urban
migration and occupational income) using this transformation. Reported coefficients are
almost unchanged.

40These phonetic codes are from Taft (1970). We assign NYSIIS phonetic codes using the following Stata
module: Sayers (2018).
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Time trends. We include high cousin-marriage × birth-decade level time trends to account
for the possibility that higher cousin marriage families may experience faster improve-
ment in outcomes (in terms of income and rural-urban migration) since they start off
poorer and more rural, and this may explain the effects we find. While parallel pre-trends
does alleviate such concerns, we include these controls as an additional robustness check.
The results do not change as reported in Table A.18.

Surname rates of cousin marriage. Our results are robust to classifying surnames as high
or low cousin marriage at the state rather than national level. That is, instead of using
country-wide rates to classify surnames into high and low cousin marriage groups, we
use state-specific rates to account for the fact that national measures may miss impor-
tant state-level differences. We do not use this in our baseline specification because this
comes at a cost – for most surnames we only have measures of cousin marriage for a few
states, and these states are disproportionately those which were more populated prior to
1858. Furthermore, we find that surname-level rates of cousin marriage are strongly cor-
related across states, suggesting a national surname-level measure of cousin marriage is
appropriate. The results in Table A.19 show that our main results are robust to using this
alternate (state-specific) measure of pre-1858 cousin marriage rates. Furthermore, since
cousin marriage rates may be more precisely measured for surnames with larger num-
ber of records, we control for surname-state group sizes or include surname × state fixed
effects when we use this alternate measure – as shown in Table A.20 the results do not
change.

Results are not sensitive to the choice of a 10% threshold to classify surnames as having
‘high’ versus ‘low’ rates of cousin marriage. We show comparable results using 8% and
12% thresholds in Tables A.21 and A.22. Using 10% as the threshold rate, we classified
about 7% of our sample as having high-cousin-marriage surnames. With 8% and 12% as
threshold values, the proportions are roughly 12% and 4.5% respectively.

Finally, our adjustment for random isonymy in our calculation of cousin marriage
rates may be over-correcting for differences in same-surname marriages for those with
common surnames. To test for this, we show our results are robust to the use of ob-
served isonymy instead of nonrandom isonymy to classify surnames into high (observed
isonymy ≥ 2.5%) and low (observed isonymy < 2.5%) cousin marriage groups (Table
A.23).

Surname fixed effects. We do not include surname fixed effects in our main analysis
since it is computationally intensive with the Sun and Abraham (2021) method. (There
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are over 400,000 surnames in our final sample.) However, surnames may capture impor-
tant cultural traits, and therefore having these fixed effects could account for potentially
problematic variation. We control for them in the two-way fixed effects specification and
find that our results are unchanged (Table A.24). This table also confirms that our main
results are robust to using a standard two-way fixed effects estimator.

Control group: Last treated cohort. In our baseline specification using the Sun and Abra-
ham (2021) method, we treat all individuals with low-cousin marriage surnames in the
pre-period (i.e. the never-treated cohort) as our control group. In Table A.25, we instead
treat individuals in states that banned cousin marriage after 1930 (last-treated) as the con-
trol group and show that our results are not sensitive to this choice.

Common surnames. In Table A.26, we show robustness of the results to dropping the
bottom (Columns 1 and 2) as well as the top 25% (Columns 3 and 4) of individuals in our
sample with the most common surnames.

6 Conclusion

This paper uses 19th and 20th century U.S. state level bans on cousin marriage to provide
causal micro-evidence of the impact of consanguineous marriages on a range of economic
outcomes. Borrowing a method from population genetics, we show that excess rates of
same-surname marriages can provide credible estimates of cousin marriage rates by sur-
name, by state, and over time. Bans on first-cousin marriage led to greater geographical
and occupational mobility, higher incomes and increased rural-to-urban migration. These
effects do not seem to be driven by the genetic impacts of cousin marriage. Instead, we
argue that the economic gains we document are driven largely by changes in social rela-
tionships that stem from weakened kinship ties.

These effects, while striking in magnitude, are consistent with work in anthropology
and sociology that studies the characteristics of strong kinship ties. Henrich (2020), for
example, summarizes a large body of ethnographic and historical research showing that
tight (intensive) kinship is associated with greater cooperation within a kin group, at
the cost of geographic and social mobility, and participation in anonymous markets and
broader impersonal institutions. The results from this paper are consistent with the view
that structural transformation can lead to a mismatch between cultural norms and eco-
nomically optimal behavior. Tight kinship bonds, reinforced by cousin marriage, become
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less adaptive as societies shift out of agriculture, but marriage practices may adapt only
slowly.

We believe these results are not only of historical significance. They are also rele-
vant for contemporary development outcomes, since intensive kinship is still prevalent
in many societies. Figure A.14 shows estimated national contemporary rates of cousin
marriage plotted against incomes per capita. These data show high rates of cousin mar-
riage in many countries, and a striking cross-country correlation with development and
political institutions (Schulz, 2022; Akbari et al., 2019; Woodley and Bell, 2013). The causal
estimates in this paper of the impact of kinship are not directly applicable to such soci-
eties, where kinship ties may substitute for weak formal institutions. Nevertheless, our
results do suggest that as economies undergo structural transformation, leading to the
development of better institutions, there could be economic returns from family structure
transitions that lead to weaker kinship ties.
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A Supplementary Tables and Figures

A.1 Supplementary Tables

Table A.1: Summary Statistics: Marriage Records

All marriage records Prior to first ban Post first ban
(1750-1940) (1750-1858) (1859-1940)

Number of marriages 12.22 million 4.36 million 7.86 million
Isonymous (same-surname) 0.0084 0.0124 0.0062

Table A.2: Characteristics of census couples linked to marriage records (1900, 1910 and
1930 Censuses)

Variable Non-linked sample (1) Linked sample (2) Diff (2)-(1)

Age 40.44 42.63 2.186***

(13.54) (14.27) (0.010)
Age of Marriage 23.52 23.39 -0.123***

(5.81) (5.24) (0.007)

Income (log occscore) 3.01 3.08 0.073***

(0.50) (0.46) (0.001)
Urbanization (log residence pop’n) 6.37 5.92 -0.448***

(2.75) (2.65) (0.003)
Residence: Urban 0.50 0.47 -0.031***

(0.50) (0.50) (0.000)
Residence: Farm 0.28 0.30 0.018***

(0.45) (0.46) (0.000)

Family Size 4.35 4.35 0.001
(2.24) (2.09) (0.002)

Number of couples (in unit) 1.05 1.08 0.033***

(0.39) (0.31) (0.000)
Multigenerational HH 0.34 0.37 0.035***

(0.47) (0.48) (0.000)

Number of observations 114,123,688 2,008,799

Significance levels:* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. Standard deviations in parentheses in columns (1) and (2). Stan-
dard errors in parentheses for mean differences in column (3). Each observation is an individual in enumerated in
a given census round. These consist of married men and women, of any age. In column (1) the sample includes all
married individuals in the relevant census rounds. Column (2) only includes those linked to a marriage record. We use
year of marriage from the census (described in Appendix B.6) to link to marriage records. We can only construct this
variable for the 1900, 1910 and 1930 census rounds, where year of marriage can be inferred from census questionnaires.
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Table A.3: Isonymous marriage and income (enumeration district × year fixed effects)

Econ. outcomes (Husband) Income (Log Occscore) Income (Log LIDO Score) Income Percentile-Rank

(1) (2) (3)

Isonymous Marriage -0.0329*** -0.0249*** -1.8769***
(0.0063) (0.0060) (0.3679)

Observations 813,968 802,172 856,302
Mean Dep. Var 3.07 3.04 50.05
Enumeration district × Year FE Yes Yes Yes

.
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. Standard errors clustered at the couple-level. All regressions include census year, husband’s

birth year, wife’s birth year, husband’s birth state, wife’s birth state, and enumeration district × year fixed effects. Regressions
also control for (log) surname size to account for higher random isonymy for more common names. For the analysis in this table,
we link couples from marriage records directly to the 1900, 1910 and 1930 U.S. census rounds and study whether individuals in
isonymous marriages are different from those in non-isonymous marriages across several different dimensions. The outcome
variables are defined in detail in section B.6.
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Table A.4: Impact of cousin marriage bans on cousin marriage rates

Cousin marriage rate

(1)
Decade of Marriage Relative to Ban
-6 -0.0013

(0.0073)
-5 0.0074

(0.0098)
-4 0.0044

(0.0066)
-3 0.0071

(0.0043)
-2 0.0003

(0.0034)
-1 Married in decade prior to ban 0

0 Married in same decade as ban -0.0073**
(0.0027)

1 Married in decade following ban -0.0126***
(0.0033)

2 -0.0165***
(0.0038)

3 -0.0294***
(0.0050)

4 -0.0398***
(0.0064)

5 -0.0467***
(0.0096)

6 -0.0625***
(0.0123)

Observations 4381
Mean Dep. Var 0.04
Birth State × Decade FE Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes
Census year F.E. Yes

* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. This table is based on specification (2), with
modifications as described in the second paragraph of section 5.2. The outcome
variable is cousin marriage rate at the state × year × pre-period cousin marriage
level (high vs low). The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban
in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname
with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects
for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The
coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin
marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
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Table A.5: Impact of cousin marriage bans on urbanization and mobility

Urbanization Farm Urban Interstate Migration
(log residence pop’n)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0672 -0.0008 -0.0079*** 0.0010

(0.0411) (0.0034) (0.0017) (0.0042)
-5 0.0212 0.0002 -0.0038* 0.0028

(0.0145) (0.0015) (0.0019) (0.0017)
-4 0.0082 0.0008 -0.0017 -0.0001

(0.0088) (0.0007) (0.0018) (0.0011)
-3 -0.0011 0.0001 -0.0002 0.0001

(0.0048) (0.0010) (0.0008) (0.0006)
-2 0.0012 0.0002 -0.0000 0.0001

(0.0033) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0004)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0013 -0.0003 0.0003 0.0001
(0.0041) (0.0003) (0.0007) (0.0004)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0042 -0.0009 0.0003 0.0008
(0.0026) (0.0006) (0.0011) (0.0010)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0301*** -0.0043** 0.0008 0.0014
(0.0076) (0.0018) (0.0019) (0.0018)

3 0.0664*** -0.0165*** 0.0028 0.0086***
(0.0157) (0.0043) (0.0035) (0.0029)

4 0.1714*** -0.0428*** 0.0130*** 0.0220***
(0.0339) (0.0105) (0.0036) (0.0044)

5 0.2647*** -0.0674*** 0.0190*** 0.0321***
(0.0557) (0.0175) (0.0055) (0.0076)

6 0.3258*** -0.0858*** 0.0256** 0.0435***
(0.0899) (0.0295) (0.0098) (0.0111)

Observations 55,347,456 55,347,456 55,347,456 55,347,456
Mean Dep. Var 11.02 .31 .45 .33
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2). It is based on specification
(2). The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting the
birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting
a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state
× high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage sur-
names. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.6: Impact of cousin marriage bans on income

Income (Log Occscore) Income (Log LIDO Score) Income Percentile-Rank Income

(1) (2) (3)

Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0060* 0.0028 -0.3742*

(0.0034) (0.0037) (0.1900)
-5 0.0005 0.0005 -0.1368

(0.0021) (0.0022) (0.1019)
-4 0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0499

(0.0008) (0.0011) (0.0819)
-3 0.0004 0.0001 0.0097

(0.0011) (0.0008) (0.0443)
-2 0.0000 0.0001 0.0092

(0.0007) (0.0005) (0.0344)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0006 0.0002 0.0203
(0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0403)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0015* 0.0000 0.0018
(0.0007) (0.0008) (0.0453)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0032 -0.0004 0.0039
(0.0026) (0.0020) (0.1081)

3 0.0122*** 0.0063** 0.0570
(0.0031) (0.0026) (0.1651)

4 0.0235*** 0.0156*** 0.5345***
(0.0044) (0.0033) (0.1343)

5 0.0372*** 0.0248*** 0.8452***
(0.0071) (0.0057) (0.1633)

6 0.0434*** 0.0292*** 1.0473***
(0.0119) (0.0091) (0.2100)

Observations 49,644,045 49,638,107 49,644,045
Mean Dep. Var 3.12 3.08 43.97
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes Yes
.

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2). It is based on specification
(2). The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth
decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname
with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-
marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard
errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.7: Impact of cousin marriage bans on geographic and occupational dispersion

Geographic Dispersion (Enumeration District) Occupational Dispersion (1950 occupation codes)

(1) (2)

Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 -0.0118 0.0306***

(0.0090) (0.0078)
-5 -0.0223** 0.0076

(0.0096) (0.0046)
-4 0.0013 0.0023

(0.0073) (0.0022)
-3 0.0085 0.0019

(0.0076) (0.0016)
-2 0.0011 0.0004

(0.0025) (0.0007)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0022 0.0020*
(0.0027) (0.0011)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0119** 0.0088***
(0.0044) (0.0022)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0245*** 0.0179***
(0.0083) (0.0053)

3 0.0473*** 0.0383***
(0.0093) (0.0075)

4 0.0424*** 0.0286***
(0.0093) (0.0025)

5 0.0469*** 0.0327***
(0.0124) (0.0051)

6 0.0459** 0.0266***
(0.0175) (0.0065)

Observations 55,233,292 55,233,292
Mean Dep. Var 0.87 0.77
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2). It is based on specification (2).

The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade
of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with
high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-
surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are
clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.9: Impact of cousin marriage bans on institutionalization

Institutionalized per 10,000

(1)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 -1.7444

(1.5838)
-5 0.1501

(0.8523)
-4 -0.8873

(0.5875)
-3 -0.0398

(0.6239)
-2 0.1288

(0.1858)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0567
(0.3758)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.7140
(0.5873)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.5865
(2.0792)

3 -0.1479
(1.2462)

4 1.7048
(1.0074)

5 4.0353***
(1.4420)

6 5.1763***
(1.1264)

Observations 55,247,455
Mean Dep. Var 32.46
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes
Census year F.E. Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients
βτ in specification (2). It is based on specification (2). The outcome variables are
defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in
their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with
high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for cen-
sus year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients
represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage sur-
names. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.10: Impact of cousin marriage bans on urbanization (by age)

Urbanization (log residence pop’n)

(1) (2)
Age group 18-30 31-50

Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 -0.0412** 0.0932

(0.0177) (0.0659)
-5 0.0104 0.0347

(0.0156) (0.0222)
-4 -0.0075 0.0239*

(0.0334) (0.0118)
-3 0.0004 -0.0004

(0.0166) (0.0074)
-2 -0.0009 -0.0043

(0.0071) (0.0043)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0160** -0.0042
(0.0073) (0.0058)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0008 0.0258***
(0.0042) (0.0072)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0198** 0.0704***
(0.0081) (0.0126)

3 0.0652** 0.1091***
(0.0250) (0.0224)

4 0.1836*** 0.2791***
(0.0480) (0.0579)

5 0.2498*** 0.5333***
(0.0650) (0.1203)

6 0.3268*** -
(0.0943) (.)

Observations 27,666,349 27,557,757
Mean Dep. Var 10.88 11.15
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
It shows heterogeneous effects of cousin marriage bans on urbanization by age cohorts. The outcome
variables is defined in detail section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) de-
noting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted
with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification
includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coeffi-
cients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard
errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.11: Impact of cousin marriage bans on urbanization (by marital status): Age 30
and above

Urbanization (log residence pop’n)

(1) (2)
Marital status Married Unmarried

Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0247 -0.0753**

(0.0215) (0.0348)
-5 0.0001 -0.0290

(0.0122) (0.0283)
-4 0.0106 0.1057**

(0.0125) (0.0406)
-3 -0.0052 0.0216

(0.0052) (0.0151)
-2 -0.0072 0.0087

(0.0052) (0.0062)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban -0.0050 0.0075
(0.0055) (0.0106)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0185*** 0.0480***
(0.0044) (0.0130)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0548*** 0.1144***
(0.0072) (0.0229)

3 0.0672*** 0.2141***
(0.0158) (0.0624)

4 0.1808*** 0.4848***
(0.0377) (0.1318)

5 0.3400*** 0.7553***
(0.0757) (0.2408)

6 - -
(.) (.)

Observations 21,379,971 4,0132,62
Mean Dep. Var 11.22 11.46
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification
(2). It shows heterogeneous effects of cousin marriage bans on urbanization by marital status. The
outcome variables is defined in detail section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators
(decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth
state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage.
The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-
surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage
surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.12: Heterogeneous effects by 1850 property status

Urbanization (log residence pop’n) Income (Log occscore)
High-Wealth Low-Wealth High-Wealth Low-Wealth

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.1335*** 0.0770* 0.0084 0.0066**

(0.0427) (0.0393) (0.0051) (0.0024)
-5 0.0524*** 0.0319 -0.0005 0.0018

(0.0187) (0.0207) (0.0030) (0.0018)
-4 0.0174 0.0145 -0.0003 0.0004

(0.0131) (0.0146) (0.0012) (0.0014)
-3 -0.0029 0.0047 0.0008 -0.0000

(0.0058) (0.0079) (0.0008) (0.0014)
-2 -0.0002 0.0028 0.0000 -0.0000

(0.0031) (0.0046) (0.0005) (0.0006)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0024 0.0041 0.0003 0.0011*
(0.0031) (0.0047) (0.0005) (0.0006)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0067 0.0208*** 0.0018 0.0021*
(0.0066) (0.0060) (0.0011) (0.0011)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0225* 0.0814*** 0.0029 0.0054*
(0.0122) (0.0132) (0.0028) (0.0029)

3 0.0816*** 0.1476*** 0.0094** 0.0161***
(0.0231) (0.0189) (0.0045) (0.0032)

4 0.2205*** 0.2977*** 0.0328*** 0.0235***
(0.0309) (0.0382) (0.0052) (0.0028)

5 0.3416*** 0.4361*** 0.0539*** 0.0334***
(0.0494) (0.0622) (0.0082) (0.0045)

6 0.4091*** 0.5516*** 0.0607*** 0.0389***
(0.0746) (0.0999) (0.0122) (0.0078)

Observations 24,967,029 28,086,440 22,409,266 25,270,614
Mean Dep. Var 10.88 11.04 3.13 3.12
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2). It shows
the effect of cousin marriage bans on urbanization and income by surname-level real estate wealth status in 1850.
We assign a surname to have high real estate wealth (‘High-Wealth’) if in 1850, the average real-estate value owned
by individuals with that surname was above the median. The outcome variables are defined in detail in section
B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual relative
to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high
pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-
cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage
surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.13: Impact of cousin marriage bans on individualism

Share of children with uncommon names

(1)

Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0020

(0.0026)
-5 0.0029*

(0.0017)
-4 0.0007

(0.0009)
-3 -0.0000

(0.0004)
-2 0.0001

(0.0004)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban -0.0002
(0.0003)

1 Born in same decade as ban -0.0026*
(0.0014)

2 Born in the decade following ban -0.0011
(0.0026)

3 0.0090
(0.0084)

4 -0.0013
(0.0010)

5 0.0006
(0.0016)

6 -0.0050**
(0.0022)

Observations 18,765,024
Mean Dep. Var 0.72
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes
Census year F.E. Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
It is based on specification (2). The outcome variables is defined in section B.6. The main regressors are
relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage
ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period
cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-
cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin
marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.14: Impact of cousin marriage bans on a proxy of disability

Disabled (Medically institutionalized
or Deaf/Blind, per 10,000)

(1)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0136

(3.4475)
-5 -4.7869**

(2.2468)
-4 -0.5789

(1.1091)
-3 -0.3369

(0.5814)
-2 0.2317

(0.3631)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.3118
(0.2624)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.6307*
(0.3628)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.5505
(1.0160)

3 -0.6087
(0.6959)

4 0.4430
(0.6914)

5 1.4115
(0.9436)

6 3.9295***
(1.1512)

Observations 55,247,455
Mean Dep. Var 22.3
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes
Census year F.E. Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
It is based on specification (2). The outcome variables is defined in section B.6. The main regressors
are relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin
marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high
pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and
state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high
versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.15: Impact of cousin marriage bans: Robust to time varying state characteristics

Urbanization (log residence pop’n) Income (Log Occscore)

(1) (2)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0142 0.0063

(0.0445) (0.0037)
-5 0.0006 0.0006

(0.0133) (0.0023)
-4 0.0077 0.0006

(0.0076) (0.0008)
-3 0.0005 0.0005

(0.0051) (0.0010)
-2 0.0006 -0.0000

(0.0026) (0.0007)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0032 0.0008
(0.0050) (0.0005)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0054 0.0016*
(0.0046) (0.0008)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0279** 0.0026
(0.0120) (0.0030)

3 0.0550** 0.0110***
(0.0200) (0.0039)

4 0.1458*** 0.0224***
(0.0335) (0.0051)

5 0.2187*** 0.0361***
(0.0516) (0.0079)

6 0.2732*** 0.0429***
(0.0753) (0.0121)

Additional Controls
High CM × Sterilization Law 0.0097 -0.0032

(0.0155) (0.0050)
High CM × Compulsory Schooling Law 0.0055 0.0035***

(0.0106) (0.0013)
High CM × Statehood 0.1000*** -0.0022

(0.0393) (0.0032)
High CM × Min Age of Marriage (> 16) -0.0434*** -0.0024

(0.0113) (0.0026)
High CM × Rail Coverage 0.0024 -0.0010

(0.0291) (0.0038)
High CM × Total Frontier Experience 0.0516 -0.0070

(0.2830) (0.0388)
High CM × Share Foreign Born 0.2665*** 0.0332

(0.1012) (0.0266)
High CM × Sex Ratio (Male to Female) -2.354*** -0.1675

(0.5324) (0.0937)

Observations 55,233,292 49,644,045
Mean Dep. Var 11.02 3.12
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
It shows the effect of cousin marriage bans on urbanization and income after controlling for a range of
time varying state characteristics interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high
pre-period cousin marriage. The outcome variables as well as the controls are defined in section B.6.
The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual
relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting
a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census
year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential
effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the
birth-state level.
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Table A.16: FBPL (Father’s birthplace) to assign treatment

Urbanization (log residence pop’n) Income (Log Occscore)

(1) (2)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban in FBPL (+1)
-6 -0.0385*** 0.0002

(0.0117) (0.0018)
-5 -0.0157 0.0007*

(0.0204) (0.0004)
-4 0.0335*** 0.0047***

(0.0117) (0.0012)
-3 0.0077 -0.0019

(0.0048) (0.0014)
-2 0.0072 0.0000

(0.0052) (0.0009)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0093** 0.0007
(0.0039) (0.0005)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0252*** 0.0037***
(0.0063) (0.0008)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0771*** 0.0046***
(0.0066) (0.0006)

3 0.0969*** 0.0102***
(0.0068) (0.0007)

4 0.1061*** 0.0107***
(0.0055) (0.0007)

5 0.1315*** 0.0101***
(0.0112) (0.0013)

6 0.2005*** 0.0055***
(0.0364) (0.0013)

Observations 27,725,858 27,695,662
Mean Dep. Var 10.94 3.10
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2). It shows
the effect of cousin marriage bans on urbanization and income, but we use an individual’s father’s birth place to
assign treatment i.e. the relative time indicators (decades) denote the birth decade of an individual relative to a
cousin marriage ban in their father’s birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high
pre-period cousin marriage. The outcome variables are defined in detail in section B.6. The specification includes
fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the
differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-
state level.
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Table A.17: NYSIIS Surnames

Urbanization (log residence pop’n) Income (log occscore)

(1) (2)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.1014** -0.0090*

(0.0444) (0.0050)
-5 0.0368 0.0006

(0.0249) (0.0021)
-4 0.0294* 0.0031**

(0.0169) (0.0015)
-3 -0.0064 0.0005

(0.0159) (0.0011)
-2 -0.0011 -0.0000

(0.0054) (0.0010)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban -0.0013 -0.0007
(0.0034) (0.0007)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0009 -0.0019
(0.0082) (0.0015)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0310** -0.0030
(0.0138) (0.0028)

3 0.0924*** 0.0135***
(0.0274) (0.0049)

4 0.2267*** 0.0331***
(0.0550) (0.0085)

5 0.3657*** 0.0563***
(0.0877) (0.0137)

6 0.4750*** 0.0695***
(0.1405) (0.0233)

Observations 55,238,422 49,647,766
Mean Dep. Var 11.02 3.14
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
It shows the effect of cousin marriage bans on urbanization and income, but we use NYSIIS standard-
ized surnames to calculate cousin marriage rates and link marriage records to the census. The outcome
variables are defined in detail in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted
with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification
includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coeffi-
cients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard
errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.18: Impact of cousin marriage bans on urbanization and income (High-cousin-
marriage × birth-decade trends)

Urbanization (log residence pop’n’) Income (log occscore)

(1) (2)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0676 0.0072**

(0.0411) (0.0034)
-5 0.0212 0.0005

(0.0145) (0.0021)
-4 0.0082 0.0001

(0.0088) (0.0008)
-3 -0.0011 0.0004

(0.0048) (0.0011)
-2 0.0012 0.0000

(0.0033) (0.0007)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0013 0.0006
(0.0041) (0.0004)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0042 0.0014*
(0.0026) (0.0007)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0300*** 0.0027
(0.0076) (0.0026)

3 0.0653*** 0.0079**
(0.0157) (0.0031)

4 0.1682*** 0.0117**
(0.0339) (0.0044)

5 0.2609*** 0.0229***
(0.0557) (0.0071)

6 0.3206*** 0.0240*
(0.0898) (0.0120)

Observations 55,247,456 49,655,836
Mean Dep. Var 11.02 3.14
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes
High CM × Birth Decade Trends Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2). The
outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted
with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification
includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, state × high-cousin-marriage-surname and high-cousin-
marriage surname × birth-decade-level time trends. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban
on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.19: Impact of cousin marriage bans (State-surname cousin marriage rates)

Urbanization (log residence pop’n) Income (log occscore)

(1) (2)

Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.1361** 0.0110***

(0.0515) (0.0028)
-5 0.0229 -0.0000

(0.0199) (0.0017)
-4 0.0148 -0.0003

(0.0154) (0.0011)
-3 0.0041 0.0006

(0.0073) (0.0007)
-2 0.0024 -0.0000

(0.0054) (0.0007)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban -0.0003 0.0002
(0.0027) (0.0004)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0048 0.0001
(0.0066) (0.0008)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0194* 0.0024
(0.0102) (0.0019)

3 0.0440** 0.0070***
(0.0177) (0.0025)

4 0.0522** 0.0159***
(0.0210) (0.0035)

5 0.0853** 0.0317***
(0.0318) (0.0064)

6 0.0683 0.0415**
(0.0517) (0.0154)

Observations 41,458,204 37,303,132
Mean Dep. Var 11.02 3.13
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
It shows the effect of cousin marriage bans on urbanization and income, but for this specification we use
pre-period cousin marriage rates at the surname-state level rather than having country wide measures.
For linking (marriage records to census), we therefore use an individual’s surname as well as their state of
birth, rather than just surname. The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are
relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage
ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period
cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-
cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low
cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.20: Impact of cousin marriage bans (State-surname cousin marriage rates with
state-surname group size controls)

Urbanization (log residence pop’n) Income (log occscore)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0187 -0.0031 0.0023 0.0019

(0.0990) (0.0970) (0.0028) (0.0027)
-5 0.0344 0.0167 -0.0020 -0.0027

(0.0741) (0.0708) (0.0034) (0.0035)
-4 -0.0096 -0.0164 -0.0017 -0.0025

(0.0512) (0.0464) (0.0023) (0.0021)
-3 -0.0112 -0.0110 -0.0008 -0.0008

(0.0397) (0.0375) (0.0023) (0.0021)
-2 -0.0052 -0.0023 0.0001 0.0004

(0.0155) (0.0147) (0.0014) (0.0014)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0302 0.0259 0.0017* 0.0013
(0.0217) (0.0202) (0.0009) (0.0008)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0635* 0.0552 0.0051** 0.0040**
(0.0372) (0.0361) (0.0021) (0.0017)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.1056** 0.0945* 0.0060* 0.0043
(0.0461) (0.0462) (0.0030) (0.0026)

3 0.1260*** 0.1159** 0.0090*** 0.0073**
(0.0432) (0.0461) (0.0023) (0.0027)

4 0.1451** 0.1403** 0.0102*** 0.0088***
(0.0539) (0.0579) (0.0026) (0.0030)

5 0.1869*** 0.1881** 0.0164*** 0.0158***
(0.0672) (0.0708) (0.0025) (0.0030)

6 0.1566 0.1642 0.0141*** 0.0133***
(0.1022) (0.1013) (0.0034) (0.0036)

Observations 41,458,204 41,458,204 37,303,132 37,303,132
Mean Dep. Var 11.02 11.02 3.13 3.13
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Birth State-Surname size control Yes No Yes No
Surname × Birth State F.E. No Yes No Yes
.* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates from a two-way fixed effects specification. It

shows the effect of cousin marriage bans on urbanization and income, but for this specification we use pre-
period cousin marriage rates at the surname-state level rather than having country wide measures and also
include either state-surname group sizes or state × surname fixed effects as controls. The outcome variables are
defined in detail section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth
decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator
variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects
for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the dif-
ferential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the
birth-state level.
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Table A.21: Impact of cousin marriage bans (High cousin marriage threshold - 8%)

Urbanization (log residence pop’n) Income (log occscore)

(1) (2)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0192 -0.0002

(0.0326) (0.0017)
-5 0.0146 -0.0010

(0.0101) (0.0010)
-4 0.0065 0.0004

(0.0044) (0.0009)
-3 -0.0007 0.0000

(0.0025) (0.0006)
-2 0.0011 0.0000

(0.0033) (0.0003)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0013 0.0007*
(0.0028) (0.0004)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0045 0.0016**
(0.0032) (0.0006)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0197*** 0.0020
(0.0064) (0.0019)

3 0.0532*** 0.0146***
(0.0141) (0.0033)

4 0.1417*** 0.0314***
(0.0311) (0.0076)

5 0.2206*** 0.0516***
(0.0505) (0.0124)

6 0.2708*** 0.0657***
(0.0867) (0.0213)

Observations 55,247,456 49,655,836
Mean Dep. Var 11.02 3.12
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2). It
is based on specification (2). The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are
relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage
ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period
cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-
cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low
cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.22: Impact of cousin marriage bans (High cousin marriage threshold - 12%)

Urbanization (log residence pop’n) Income (log occscore)

(1) (2)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0781* 0.0074*

(0.0410) (0.0040)
-5 0.0321* 0.0002

(0.0181) (0.0026)
-4 0.0163 0.0015

(0.0149) (0.0010)
-3 -0.0008 0.0008

(0.0085) (0.0013)
-2 0.0002 0.0001

(0.0033) (0.0007)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban -0.0014 0.0002
(0.0043) (0.0006)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0004 0.0021*
(0.0042) (0.0011)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0221** 0.0020
(0.0087) (0.0023)

3 0.0515*** 0.0106**
(0.0155) (0.0040)

4 0.1188*** 0.0176***
(0.0228) (0.0026)

5 0.1851*** 0.0264***
(0.0359) (0.0041)

6 0.2352*** 0.0307***
(0.0597) (0.0067)

Observations 55,247,456 49,655,836
Mean Dep. Var 11.02 3.12
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2). It
is based on specification (2). The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are
relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage
ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period
cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-
cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low
cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.23: Impact of cousin marriage bans (Using observed isonymy to classify sur-
names)

Urbanization (log residence pop’n’) Income (Log occscore)

(1) (2)

Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0642 0.0063*

(0.0416) (0.0033)
-5 0.0212 0.0009

(0.0143) (0.0022)
-4 0.0070 0.0001

(0.0084) (0.0009)
-3 -0.0016 0.0003

(0.0053) (0.0010)
-2 0.0011 -0.0000

(0.0031) (0.0007)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0012 0.0006
(0.0038) (0.0004)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0035 0.0013*
(0.0026) (0.0007)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0285*** 0.0028
(0.0076) (0.0023)

3 0.0677*** 0.0120***
(0.0165) (0.0039)

4 0.1817*** 0.0272***
(0.0363) (0.0057)

5 0.2760*** 0.0436***
(0.0591) (0.0092)

6 0.3424*** 0.0518***
(0.0964) (0.0154)

Observations 55,247,456 49,655,836
Mean Dep. Var 11.02 3.12
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
It shows the effect of cousin marriage bans on urbanization and income, but using observed isonymy
to classify surnames into high (observed isonymy ≥ 0.025) and low (observed isonymy < 0.025) cousin
marriage groups. The outcome variables are defined in detail in section B.6. The main regressors are
relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage
ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period
cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-
cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin
marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.24: Impact of cousin marriage bans on urbanization and income (Surname fixed-
effects)

Urbanization (log residence pop’n’) Income (Log occscore)

(1) (2)

Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 -0.1871 -0.0042

(0.1688) (0.0038)
-5 -0.0791 -0.0030

(0.1461) (0.0030)
-4 -0.0333 -0.0035

(0.1123) (0.0032)
-3 -0.0073 -0.0044

(0.0494) (0.0031)
-2 0.0145 0.0003

(0.0182) (0.0022)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0389* 0.0038***
(0.0220) (0.0013)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0936*** 0.0069***
(0.0302) (0.0015)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.1444*** 0.0099***
(0.0479) (0.0024)

3 0.1700*** 0.0133***
(0.0597) (0.0024)

4 0.1997*** 0.0144***
(0.0580) (0.0024)

5 0.1947** 0.0213***
(0.0822) (0.0028)

6 0.2066** 0.0187***
(0.0839) (0.0025)

Observations 55,247,456 49,655,836
Mean Dep. Var 11.02 3.12
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes
Surname F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows the effect of cousin marriage bans on urbanization
and income using a standard two-way fixed effects model with surname-fixed effects. The outcome variables are
defined in detail in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth
decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator
variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification also includes fixed
effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent
the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered
at the birth-state level.
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Table A.25: Impact of cousin marriage bans on urbanization and income: Last treated
cohort (states that banned after 1930) as control group

Urbanization (log residence pop’n’) Occupational Income (Log)

(1) (2)

Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.0784* 0.0064*

(0.0428) (0.0036)
-5 0.0224 -0.0008

(0.0142) (0.0022)
-4 0.0074 -0.0000

(0.0090) (0.0007)
-3 -0.0011 0.0002

(0.0051) (0.0012)
-2 0.0009 -0.0000

(0.0035) (0.0007)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0018 0.0007
(0.0041) (0.0004)

1 Born in same decade as ban 0.0033 0.0014*
(0.0027) (0.0007)

2 Born in the decade following ban 0.0281*** 0.0028
(0.0078) (0.0027)

3 0.0421** 0.0116***
(0.0164) (0.0032)

4 0.1011** 0.0224***
(0.0366) (0.0045)

5 0.1801*** 0.0358***
(0.0583) (0.0072)

6 0.2099** 0.0417***
(0.0928) (0.0121)

Observations 55,233,292 49,644,045
Mean Dep. Var 11.02 3.12
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification (2). It is
based on specification (2). The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative
time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their
birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The
specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The
coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard
errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Table A.27: Impact of cousin marriage bans on age of marriage

Age of Marriage (Grooms) Age of Marriage (Brides)

(1) (2)
Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 -0.2396 -0.0768

(0.1483) (0.0741)
-5 0.1169*** -0.1475**

(0.0329) (0.0588)
-4 -0.0584* 0.0162

(0.0327) (0.0399)
-3 -0.0189 -0.0140

(0.0151) (0.0125)
-2 0.0105 0.0005

(0.0098) (0.0108)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban -0.0161 -0.0011
(0.0124) (0.0103)

1 Born in same decade as ban -0.0427 -0.0147
(0.0310) (0.0238)

2 Born in the decade following ban -0.0619 -0.0576
(0.0737) (0.0576)

3 0.0213 0.0064
(0.0196) (0.0530)

4 -0.0088 0.0227
(0.0341) (0.0342)

5 0.0448 -0.0163
(0.0388) (0.0257)

6 – –
(.) (.)

Observations 23,877,774 18,864,246
Mean Dep. Var 24.91 21.44
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes Yes
Census year F.E. Yes Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for the coefficients βτ in specification
(2). It is based on specification (2). The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main
regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual relative
to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname
with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state ×
decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a
ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state
level.
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Table A.28: Impact of cousin marriage bans on divorce rates

Divorced per 10,000

(1)

Birth Decade Relative to Ban (+1)
-6 0.2975

(2.9355)
-5 3.0911***

(1.0346)
-4 2.1980***

(0.5947)
-3 -0.8365

(0.9028)
-2 -0.4430

(0.5607)
-1 Born two decades prior to ban 0

0 Born in decade prior to ban 0.0124
(0.6666)

1 Born in same decade as ban -0.5995
(0.9154)

2 Born in the decade following ban 1.2836**
(0.5632)

3 3.8500**
(1.7678)

4 9.4376**
(4.2007)

5 19.4759***
(6.8130)

6 25.8079**
(10.2177)

Observations 51,496,476
Mean Dep. Var 93.41
Birth State × Birth Decade FE Yes
Birth State × High CM F.E. Yes
Census year F.E. Yes

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table shows estimates for
the coefficients βτ in specification (2). It is based on specification
(2). The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main
regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth
decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their
birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a sur-
name with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification in-
cludes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-
cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential
effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Stan-
dard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.

A.2 Supplementary Figures
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Figure A.1: Impact of cousin marriage bans on geographic and occupational dispersion

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with
an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes
fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent
the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at
the birth-state level.
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Figure A.2: Impact of cousin marriage bans on household composition

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with
an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes
fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent
the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at
the birth-state level.
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Figure A.3: Impact of cousin marriage bans on institutionalization

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with
an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes
fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent
the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at
the birth-state level.
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Figure A.4: Impact of cousin marriage bans on migration to urban locations (by age)

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification
(2). It shows the effect of cousin marriage bans on rural-urban migration by age cohort. The outcome vari-
able is defined in detail in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting
the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an in-
dicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed
effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the
differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the
birth-state level.
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Figure A.5: Impact of cousin marriage bans on migration to urban locations (by marital
status), 30 and above

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification
(2). It shows the effect of cousin marriage bans on rural-urban migration by marital status. The outcome
variable is defined in detail in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting
the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an
indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes
fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent
the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at
the birth-state level.
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Figure A.9: Enforcement of cousin marriage bans in the news

(a) Arkansas 1884

(b) Indiana 1887
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Figure A.6: Impact of cousin marriage bans (by 1850 real estate wealth status)

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification
(2). The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. We assign a surname to have “High Real Estate Wealth”
if in 1850, the average real-estate value owned by individuals with that surname was above the median. The
main regressors are relative time indicators (decades) denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a
cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with an indicator variable denoting a surname with high
pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state
× high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent the differential effect of a ban on high versus low
cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at the birth-state level.
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Figure A.7: Impact of cousin marriage bans on individualism

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification
(2). The outcome variables is defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with
an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes
fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent
the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at
the birth-state level.
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Figure A.8: Impact of cousin marriage bans on a proxy of disability

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification
(2). The outcome variables is defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with
an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes
fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent
the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at
the birth-state level.
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Figure A.10: Coverage of marriage records

Note: The left panel of the Figure shows the number of marriages in our data on an annual basis for the period
we use in our analysis (up to 1858). The right panel shows this rate relative to the overall US population.
Assuming an annual rate of 10 new marriages per 1000 people, our records include about 35% to 60% of
marriages in this period (Stevenson and Wolfers, 2007).
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Figure A.11: Cousin marriage in the U.S. (1750-1858)

Note: States with fewer than 1000 records in a given time period are shaded in grey.
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Figure A.12: Cousin marriage in the U.S. (1750-1940)

Note: Cousin marriage rates are calculated nation-wide, using the method described in Section 3.2.
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Figure A.13: Impact of cousin marriage bans on interstate migration (by state-ban status)

Note: This figure shows point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the coefficients βτ in specification (2).
The outcome variables are defined in section B.6. The main regressors are relative time indicators (decades)
denoting the birth decade of an individual relative to a cousin marriage ban in their birth state, interacted with
an indicator variable denoting a surname with high pre-period cousin marriage. The specification includes
fixed effects for census year, state × decade, and state × high-cousin-marriage-surname. The coefficients represent
the differential effect of a ban on high versus low cousin marriage surnames. Standard errors are clustered at
the birth-state level.
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Figure A.14: Consanguinity and income (Cross-country correlation)

Notes: GDP per capita values are from the Penn World Table 2000, and are adjusted for purchasing power
parity. Data on consanguineous marriages are from the Global Consanguinity Database (consang.net) by
Alan H. Bittles, where first-cousin marriage is not reported separately. Both series are displayed on a log
scale.

B Other appendices

B.1 Marriage records

Our marriages dataset consists of marriage records, mostly from local governments or
church parishes, which have been transcribed and made available online by Family- Search.
We retrieved this data for all US states between 1800 and 1940. Most states that banned
cousin marriage did so over this period. An example of a marriage certificate is shown
in Figure B.15. The transcribed marriage records typically include the following informa-
tion: names of both spouses, their age, and location and date of marriage. The transcribed
records often contain duplicates.
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Figure B.15: Marriage Certificate

Source: familysearch.com

B.2 Marriage records and census name cleaning

B.2.1 Marriage records surname cleaning

1. String character normalization using the functions ‘ustrnormalize’ with the specifi-
cation ‘nfd,’ and ‘ustrregexra’ with the function ‘
p{Mark}’. These transform a character with accents, umlauts, enclosing boxes, etc.
to the closest letter in English (e.g., ı̂ becomes i, ü becomes u).

2. Split full name strings into forenames (including middle name, if any) and surname.

3. Drop anyone with the last name ‘slave’ or ‘free’

4. Remove the strings ‘junior,’ ‘senior,’ ‘jnr,’ ‘snr,’ ‘1st,’ ‘2nd,’ ‘3rd,’ ‘ii,’ ‘iii,’ ‘iv,’ ‘widow,’
‘bride,’ ‘groom,’ ‘esquire,’ ‘esq,’ and ‘md’ (standing for medical doctor) from the end
of the surname if present.
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5. Take out all periods, commas, numbers, spaces, make all letters lower case

6. Drop surnames with only one letter.

B.2.2 Marriage record duplicate identification

In order to determine which marriage records are duplicates, we use the Stata function
‘jarowinkler’. Marriage records are considered duplicates if two things are true: First,
they have identical groom surnames, bride surnames, year, and state. Second, both the
bride forenames and groom forenames are similar enough that their Jaro-Winkler string
similarity score is greater than .95 (out of a maximum possible of 1 for identical strings).

For example: John Newton married Martha E. Aaron in Arkansas in 1861 and John
Newton married Matha E. Aaron in Arkansas in 1861. These marriages are almost cer-
tainly duplicates, but Martha had a misspelled name in one of the records. Since the
Jaro-Winkler similarity score between ‘Matha’ and ‘Martha’ is 0.956, we consider these
two records to be duplicates.

For each set of records thus classified as duplicates, we drop all but one record. In
some cases, within a set of duplicate records not all records will be considered duplicates
with all others. For example, record A and B could be duplicates, as well as B and C,
but not A and C (this is because of the second criteria listed above, that the Jaro-Winkler
similarity score be above 0.95 between any pair of records). In such a case, we would
consider records A, B and C to be a set of duplicate records, and keep only one. (Since we
require an exact surname match, the choice of which record to keep does not matter for
our analysis.)

B.2.3 Census record surname cleaning

1. String character normalization using the functions ‘ustrnormalize’ with the specifi-
cation ‘nfd,’ and ‘ustrregexra’ with the function ‘
p{Mark}’. These transform a character with accents, umlauts, enclosing boxes, etc.
to the closest letter in English (e.g., ı̂ becomes i, ü becomes u).

2. All characters to lowercase.

3. Take out all spaces (e.g. ‘mac donald’ becomes ‘macdonald’)

4. Drop surnames with only one letter.
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B.3 Genealogical records

To complement our measure of cousin marriage using marriage records, we present an
alternative dataset that includes a direct measure of kinship ties between spouses. This
comes from anonymised, publicly available family trees from the Familinx database (Ka-
planis et al., 2018), downloadable at familinx.org. This dataset provides exact ancestral
links of individuals derived from family trees that have been created and managed by
users of the geni.com website, who are mostly amateur genealogists researching their
own family trees. The website allows independent trees to be merged and automatically
suggests doing so when it detects sufficient overlap. Kaplanis et al. (2018) have cleaned
this dataset and removed obvious errors (such as someone having three parents or being
both the descendant and ancestor of another individual). The largest tree in this dataset,
once cleaned, includes 13 million individuals.

This individual-level dataset includes the following variables for a large share of en-
tries: gender, year of birth and death, and place of birth and death. However, we do
not directly observe marriages. We instead simply assume that the two parents of any
individual were married. Since the date and place of marriage are almost always absent,
we proxy for these using the year and birthplace of the firstborn child of a given pair.
This introduces some error in our measure of consanguinity over time and place, since
we cannot measure the delay between marriage and the birth of the first child. It also
means that we ignore childless marriages, and treat unmarried parents as having been
married. Note that since we wish to focus on US marriages, we keep only couples where
the first child was born in the US. Their ancestors, of course, may have been born abroad,
which potentially allows us to identify cousin marriage among first or second generation
immigrants.

A limitation of this dataset is that family trees are often incomplete – few individu-
als in the data have the full complement of eight great-grandparents. This is problem-
atic since finding common ancestors of a husband and wife requires going back at least
two generations in the case of first cousins (great-grandparents of the couple’s child),
and three generations for second cousins (great-great-grandparents). Figure B.16 presents
summary statistics describing the nature and degree of non-missing links for individu-
als in the Familinx data. Each bar’s horizontal length represents the number of people
who have at least as many ancestors in the dataset as the bar’s rank within its generation
(vertically from top). For example, for grandparents, the top bar shows the number of
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individuals who have at least one grandparent link, the second bar shows the number of
individuals with at least 2 grandparents, and so on. The black horizontal bars separate
generations: grandparents, great grandparents and great great grandparents. Despite the
large number of missing links, this genealogical data includes many ancestral links for a
large number of individuals, which allows us to compare this data with isonymy rates
from the marriage records, and also confirm the impact of bans on cousin marriage rates.

Figure B.16: Individuals with non-missing ancestral links (genealogical data)

Grandparents (4)

Great grandparents (8)

Great great grandparents (16)

0 250k 500k 750k 1 million 1.25 million 1.5 million

Individuals with non-missing ancestral links (geni data)

Note: This figure shows the number of observations (individuals) in the Familinx data who have a given
number of ancestral links. For example, for grandparents, the first bar (vertically top) shows the number of
individuals who have at least one grandparent link, the second bar shows the number of individuals with at
least 2 grandparents so on and so forth. The pattern is similarly followed for great grandparents and great
great grandparents.
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B.4 Types of first-cousin marriages, and implications for measures of isonymy

In this section, we discuss the type of first-cousin marriages that isonymy rates proxy for,
the types it cannot capture and what this means for the type of effects identified in our
main results. We also directly compare the distribution of cousin marriage rates in the
19th century with isonymy rates over the same period of time.

There are four different types of first-cousin marriage from a male’s perspective:

1. Marrying father’s brother’s daughter (Type 1): FBD

2. Marrying father’s sister’s daughter (Type 2): FSD

3. Marrying mother’s brother’s daughter (Type 3): MBD

4. Marrying mother’s sister’s daughter (Type 4): MSD

In societies with patrilineal naming systems, surnames are inherited along the male
line. This implies isonymy only captures the first type from the above list. This is be-
cause only in the first case will the female in the marriage be given the common family
surname, resulting in an isonymous marriage. While each of the other cases are also first-
cousin marriages, isonymy rates by construction will not be able to capture those. This is
illustrated in figure B.17.

This implies some measurement error in our rate of cousin marriage. If all four types
of first-cousin marriages are equally preferred, we would be capturing a quarter of the
true cousin marriage rates, in expectation. Fortunately, the genealogical data, by allowing
us to identify exact ancestral links, can speak to this. We calculate rates of all four types of
first-cousin marriage using Familinx data and plot their shares between 1750 and 1940 in
Figure B.18. The type of first-cousin marriages that isonymy rates capture is denoted by
the blue line in the figure—it hovers between 25% to 35% throughout the period. Overall,
while there does seem to have been a slight preference for parallel cousin marriage, the
share of each type is roughly constant over time. We further show in the next section that
bans on cousin marriage did not affect the proportion of marriages that are isonymous.

We next compare the rate of isonymous marriages from marriage records to the rate of
cousin marriages from Familinx. Table B.29 reports results from regressions at the state-
year level—the outcome variable is the proportion of isonymous marriages in the mar-
riage records. The Familinx-derived independent variables are, in column (1), the propor-
tion of marriages with any overlap in family trees, and in column (2), the proportion of
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marriages between first cousins. We restrict the sample to state-year pairs in the period
1750-1940 with at least 100 marriages in both datasets. Both columns report a positive and
statistically significant correlation between isonymy and cousin marriage rates.

Table B.29: Genealogical data and Isonymy (1750-1940)

Isonymous Marriage
Source: Marriage records

(1) (2)

Consanguineous marriage 0.0492*
Source: Genealogical records (0.0275)

First-cousin marriage 0.0567**
Source: Genealogical records (0.0219)

State F.E. Yes Yes

Year F.E. Yes Yes

N 2710 2710

Adj. R2 0.489 0.488
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. Standard errors clustered at the

state-level. Data on consanguineous marriages from genealogical
records (Familinx). Isonymous marriages from marriage records.
Observations are at the state-year level. Sample for state-year level
observations is restricted to those years with at least 100 marriages
both in the Familinx data and in the marriage records.

We now compare isonymy rates and Type 1 first-cousin marriage rates (as a percentage
of all marriages in the U.S.) over time. If isonymy rates capture Type 1 first-cousin mar-
riages we should expect these rates to evolve in a similar pattern over time. We indeed
observe this in Figure B.19 throughout the 190 year period between 1750 to 1940.

Both isonymy and Type 1 first-cousin marriage rates decreased gradually from 1750
to 1940, with the numbers going down from 1.5%-2% in the later half of the 18th century
to approximately 0.6% in 1940.

To summarize, in this section we have specified the relationship between isonymy
and first-cousin marriages. Then, using genealogical data, we inferred rates over time for
the particular type of first-cousin marriage identified by isonymy. We have shown these
rates are closely correlated with isonymy rates calculated from the marriage records data.
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These data patterns strengthen the case for using isonymy as a measure of consanguinity.

B.5 Cousin marriage bans: Evidence from genealogical records

In table B.30, we provide evidence that bans on cousin marriage led to the reduction in
consanguineous unions, using genealogical data. Marriage-level observations are col-
lapsed to create a state-year panel of cousin marriage rates, where state refers to the
couple’s state of residence (inferred from the birth state of their first child). The main
regressor is a dummy coded 1 if the state already had a ban in place in that year, 0 other-
wise. We include state and year fixed effects, whereby the coefficients can be interpreted
as difference-in-difference estimates. The coefficients show that cousin marriage rates fell
by about half in states with a ban on cousin marriage, which is consistent with our main
results.

Table B.30: Effect of bans on cousin marriage rates (genealogical records)

Consanguineous marriages

State-year ban -0.0347***
(0.0087)

State F.E. Yes
Year F.E. Yes

N 1800
Adj. R2 0.296
Mean Dep Var. 0.071

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. Standard errors clus-
tered at the state-level. Data on consanguineous mar-
riages from genealogical records (Familinx). Observations
are at the state-year level. Any state-year with fewer
than 25 marriages are dropped. Regressions include state
and year fixed effects. The sample includes all individu-
als with at least one non-missing great-grandparent from
each parent’s side.

Using this genealogical dataset we also test a key assumption that underlies our re-
sults using marriage records: that bans on cousin marriage did not change the fraction
of cousin marriages that are isonymous. Recall that our calculation of cousin marriage
rates assumes that a quarter of cousin marriages are between the children of two brothers.
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These are the only such marriages that are isonymous (since women do not pass on their
surname), and hence the only type we can observe through marital isonymy. However,
this type of cousin marriage may be easier to observe, given the shared surnames, and
therefore may be disproportionately affected by a ban on cousin marriage. This would
lead us to overstate the effect of such a ban since our marriage records only allow us to
measure this type of ban. The genealogical data allows us to test for this directly.

Specifically, table B.31 tests whether the ratio of isonymous (FBD, or “Father’s brother’s
daughter”) cousin marriages relative to the other three types changes post-ban. We find
no evidence for a differential effect on this type of cousin marriage, which suggests that
our ability to infer overall rates of cousin marriage using isonymy is consistent pre- and
post-ban.

Table B.31: DID Regressions: Impact of bans on ratio of cousin marriage types

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FBD
FSD

FBD
MBD

FBD
MSD

FBD
FSD+MSD+MBD

State-year ban -0.00989 0.00493 0.00442 -0.00756
(0.0119) (0.00667) (0.00258) (0.0104)

State F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 6212 6212 6212 6212
Adj. R2 0.054 0.036 0.025 0.053

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.010. This table estimates the impact of bans on first-
cousin marriages on the frequency type-1 first-cousin marriages (FBD marriages)
as a proportion of other types (FSD, MBD and MSD) (these are defined in section
B.4). Standard errors clustered at the state-level are in parentheses. All regressions
include state and year fixed effects. The ratio in each column is coded to be 0 if
neither type of marriage is recorded in the state in that year.

B.6 Census variable definitions

In this section, we provide definitions of the main census outcome variables, from the
US census, as obtained from IPUMS. We also describe how (in some cases) we construct
other variables from these. The census rounds from which we use a particular variable
are mentioned below its description. The variable names in uppercase letters refer to the
IPUMS labels, and the ones in italics are those used in the paper.
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Location of residence and migration

1. Urban — URBAN indicates whether the location of residence of a household is urban
or rural. It is widely used but it does have some problems. Definitions of “urban”
vary slightly from year to year - but it typically denotes all cities and incorporated
places which have more than 2500 inhabitants.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

2. Farm Household — FARM identifies all farm households. Based on the census round
such households are identified either by the occupation of the household members
or whether their house was located on a farm. All group quarters are coded as non-
farm. We use a dummy variable coded 1 to indicate a farm household.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

3. Urbanization (log residence pop’n) — CITYPOP is a 5-digit numeric variable that re-
ports the population, in hundreds, for all identifiable cities. For instance, a city
having a population of 1,234,500 will have a CITYPOP value of 12345. We use the
log of this measure.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

4. Interstate Migration: Interstate migration is defined as whether an individual lives in
a state which is not their state of birth. The census provides data on an individual’s
current state of residence as well as their state of birth which can be used to generate
this variable.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

5. Geographical Dispersion (Herfindahl–Hirschman index) — This is a measure of geo-
graphical dispersion at the surname × birth-state × birth-decade level. We calculate
the share of individuals (Ei) in each U.S. geographical unit (enumeration district,
county, state) (i) that belong to the same surname × birth-state × birth-decade cohort
(c) and calculate the cohort level geographical HHI Hgc as 1 − ∑N

i=1 E2
ic.

Census Rounds: 1850-1940.

Occupation and Income

1. Log Occupational Income — OCCSCORE is a constructed variable that assigns each
occupation an income score. It assigns each occupation in all years a value that
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represents median total income (in hundreds of 1950 dollars) of all persons with
that particular occupation in 1950. We use log of this variable as our outcome. We
drop observations with missing values from our analysis.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

2. Log LIDO income scores — LIDO income refers to Lasso Industry Demographic and
Occupation (LIDO) Score (Saavedra and Twinam, 2020). This measure predicts 1950
earnings using occupation, industry, and demographics and may offer improve-
ments over the standard Occupational Income Score (Occscore) variable. We use the
log of this variable as an outcome.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

3. Income percentile rank — We use the occupation-based socioeconomic index proposed
by Song et al. (2020), which incorporates occupational structure changes. The index
is the education percentile rank of an occupation for a given cohort, based on infor-
mation on educational composition, and the total number of workers at the occupa-
tion level. The income percentile-rank may change change when either education
or size of the relevant occupation changes.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

4. Occupational Dispersion (Herfindahl–Hirschman index) — This is a measure of occupa-
tional dispersion at the surname × birth-state × birth-decade level. We calculate the
share of individuals (Ei) in each 1950 occupational category (occ1950) (i) that belong
to the same surname × birth-state × birth-decade cohort (c) and calculate the cohort
level occupational HHI Hoc as 1 − ∑N

i=1 E2
ic.

Institutionalization and Disability

1. Institutionalized — We use the variable GQTYPE from IPUMS to construct this out-
come. This includes individuals who live in institutions (not correctional institu-
tions) rather than private households. These include: mental institutions, institu-
tions for the elderly (homes for the elderly, dependent), homes for neglected chil-
dren, homes for the physically handicapped and chronically ill, poor houses, deten-
tion homes, other homes for the dependent and other miscellaneous asylums.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940
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2. Medically Institutionalized — This is a dummy variable also constructed from the GQ-
TYPE variable, but only denotes those that are in medical institutions i.e. mental in-
stitutions, institutions for the chronically ill, homes for the physically handicapped
etc.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

3. Blind — This is a dummy variable that indicates indicates whether the respondent
was blind.
Census Rounds: 1850-1880 and 1910

4. Deaf or Dumb — This is a dummy variable constructed from the IPUMS variable
DEAF that identifies persons who were deaf, dumb or both (terminology at the time
for individuals with severe hearing or speech disabilities).
Census Rounds: 1850-1880 and 1910

5. Disabled — This is a dummy variable coded 1 if either outcome 2 (Medically Institu-
tionalized) is true, or if outcome 3 (Blind) or 4 (Deaf or Dumb) is true for the respon-
dent or any of their household members (only for those living in non group quarter
households.)

Household Composition

1. Family Size — This variable is generated from the IPUMS variable FAMSIZE which
denotes the number of own family members residing with each individual, includ-
ing the person her/himself.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

2. Number of children (under 5) — This variable is generated from the IPUMS variable
NCHLT5. It is the number of own children age 4 and under residing with each
individual. This includes step-children and adopted children as well as biological
children.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

3. Multi-generational Household (HH) — This is a dummy variable based on the IPUMS
variable MULTGEN which identifies the number of distinct generations contained
in each household. Multi-generational HH is coded 1 if the number of distinct gen-
erations in a household is 3 or more.
Census Rounds: 1880-1940
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4. No. of couples (in unit) — This variable is generated from NCOUPLES in IPUMS. For
persons in households, it indicates the number of identified couples in the house-
hold; for persons in group quarters in the period before 1940, NCOUPLES indicates
the number of identified couples in any group of related individuals. We only con-
sider individuals in a household for this outcome.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

Individualism

1. Share of children with uncommon names – We follow Bazzi et al. (2020)’s measure for
this outcome. For each census round we find the top ten names for boys and for
girls under the age of ten. This is done for each census region separately to capture
potential regional variation in the list of common names. For each individual in our
sample with at least one child below ten, we calculate the share of children below
ten that do not have one of these common names.
Census Rounds: 1850-1940

Marriage and Divorce

1. Age of Marriage – This variable is generated by combining the following IPUMS vari-
ables: AGEMARR (which denotes an individual’s age at first marriage), DURMARR
(which denotes the number of years the respondent’s present marital status had
been in effect) and MARRINYR (which identifies persons who had married within
the 12 months of the census survey). An individual’s Age of Marriage is inferred
using DURMARR or MARRINYR in censuses where AGEMARR is not directly re-
ported.
Census Rounds: 1850, 1900, 1910, 1930

2. Divorced – This variable is generated from the IPUMS variable MARST which de-
notes an individual’s marital status.
Census Rounds: 1880-1940

Time-varying state-level controls
In Table A.15 we introduced interactions between a dummy denoting high-cousin-marriage
surname and a range of time-varying state-level characteristics as controls to account for
the fact that these state-level factors could have affected high and low cousin marriage
families differently and our treatment (relative time indicators) is picking that up. We
describe these variables and their sources below.
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1. Sterilization – In response to the US eugenics movement, a number of states at some
point enacted policies that allowed for compulsory sterilization. These policies may
have been correlated with cousin marriage bans, and may have differentially af-
fected high-cousin-marriage families. To measure this, we use an indicator variable
equal to one if there was a compulsory sterilization law in a given state-decade. The
data we use for this comes from Lutz Kaelber’s website.

2. Statehood – We control for the timing of statehood for each state. The transition to
statehood may have differentially affected high-cousin-marriage families. We con-
trol for this using an indicator variable equal to one for a given state-decade cohort
if their state of birth had already achieved statehood.

3. Compulsory schooling law – We control for the timing of compulsory schooling laws
across states. We do this using an indicator variable equal to one in state-decades
with a compulsory schooling law in place. These data are obtained from Adriana
Lleras-Muney’s website.

4. Minimum age at marriage – We do not find a strong relationship between cousin mar-
riage rates and age at marriage. This is true both in the cross section and in our
event study analysis. Nevertheless, states may have increased the minimum age at
marriage alongside bans on cousin marriage, and this may have affected a similar
subset of the population. To control for this we add an indicator variable equal to
one if in a given state-decade the minimum age at marriage (without parental con-
sent) is above 16. Data for this variable come from three sources: Blank et al. (2007),
Syrett (2016), and email correspondence with James Sallee (a co-author of Blank et al.
(2007)).

5. Total frontier experience – We use data from Bazzi et al. (2020) to measure total frontier
experience at the state level. We simply aggregate their county-level measure to the
state-level, weighting counties by their land area.

6. Railroad coverage – The expansion of the rail network during the period of our anal-
ysis obviously had huge economic consequences (as shown for example in Donald-
son and Hornbeck (2016)). To capture this, we construct a state-decade version of
the railroad coverage variable used in Bazzi et al. (2020), which uses data from Atack
et al. (2010).
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7. Share foreign born – We control for this using the share of foreign born individuals
(living) in each state by birth-decade and merge it to census individuals using their
birth-state and birth-decade. In other words, for each individual in the census, this
control denotes the share of foreign born individuals living in their birth-state (av-
erage between 1850-1940), and born in their birth-decade. We use Census data to
create this measure.

8. Sex-ratio (male to female) – We control for this using sex-ratios (male to female) in each
state by birth-decade, and merge it to census individuals using their birth-state and
birth-decade (similar to share foreign born above). We use Census data to create this
measure.

B.7 Predictors of state bans on cousin marriage

This section explores differences across states in the timing of bans on first-cousin mar-
riage. We do not argue that the timing of these bans was random. This is in part why
we rely on variation within states, comparing surnames with high versus low rates of
cousin marriage in the pre-period. However it may still be that predictors of earlier bans
on cousin marriage have differential effects on high versus low cousin marriage families.
While we include high-cousin-marriage × birth-decade-level time trends to account for such
confounding variation, this section shows that state-level characteristics that one might
be concerned about do not seem to predict the timing of these bans.

Overall, we find some support for the theories discussed in section 2.2 in predicting
which states ban cousin marriage. For example, states that entered the union later are
more likely to have enacted a ban: of states that achieved statehood prior to 1850, 53%
eventually enacted a ban, compared to 80% of those who entered afterwards. However,
conditional on having ever banned cousin marriage state characteristics do not signifi-
cantly predict the timing of these bans. We conduct simple empirical tests of the proposed
explanations (by historians) in Table B.32. We categorize states that banned cousin mar-
riage pre-1902 as ‘early’ in order to equalize the number of early versus late ban states.
We then test whether the following state-level characteristics (in the pre-period) predict
the timing of cousin marriage bans: year of statehood, year of compulsory schooling law,
proportion of urban population, share of foreign born individuals, literacy rate, railroad
coverage, age of marriage, rate of sterilization and percent of state with frontier experi-
ence. We also test whether the timing of bans is correlated with state-level prevalence of
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cousin marriage. We find that it is not. Of course, in Figure 3, we have already shown the
absence of pre-trends in cousin marriage rates prior to the passing of bans. The bans were
therefore not timed to coincide with pre-existing changes in cousin marriage rates either.

Table B.32: Early versus late bans and state characteristics

Variable Early ban Late ban Diff
(Pre-1902) (1902-onward) (2) - (1) N

(1) (2)

Cousin marriage rate (1750-1858) 0.06 0.06 -0.005 31
(0.03) (0.02) (0.034)

Year of Union 1851.12 1847.12 -4.000 32
(9.39) (9.78) (13.564)

Year of Compulsory Schooling 1887.31 1892.88 5.563 32
(3.53) (3.35) (4.869)

Min. Age of Marriage (1800-1850) 15.90 14.79 -1.114 24
(1.90) (2.17) (3.031)

No. of People Sterilized (ever) 1292.44 1008.00 -284.444 21
(350.63) (328.73) (486.386)

Proportion urban (1850) 0.11 0.08 -0.034 18
(0.03) (0.02) (0.037)

Share of Foreign Born (1850) 0.10 0.12 0.020 20
(0.03) (0.03) (0.041)

Literacy Rate (1850) 0.86 0.89 0.026 18
(0.03) (0.02) (0.038)

Sex Ratio (Male to Female) (1850) 0.54 0.53 -0.005 20
(0.01) (0.01) (0.016)

Railroad Coverage (% of state) (1800-1850) 0.01 0.01 0.009 32
(0.00) (0.01) (0.007)

Frontier Experience (% of state) (1800-1850) 0.06 0.08 0.018 22
(0.02) (0.03) (0.040)

Number of Baptist churches (1870) 3.98 3.46 -0.517 16
(0.60) (0.88) (1.134)

Number of Methodist churches (1870) 5.38 5.61 0.225 16
(0.92) (0.96) (1.362)

Number of Presbyterian churches (1870) 1.96 2.02 0.070 16
(0.44) (0.31) (0.523)

Number of Roman Catholic churches (1870) 0.63 0.73 0.097 16
(0.13) (0.20) (0.256)

Significance levels: * <10% ** <5% *** <1%. Standard errors in parentheses. “Year of Union” denotes the year in
which the state became a part of the Union. “Year of Compulsory Schooling” denotes the year in which compulsory
schooling laws were passed in the state. Cousin marriage rates are calculated from marriage records as described
in section 3.2. Proportion urban, literacy rates, share of foreign born individuals and sex-ratios are measured from
the 1850 Census. Number of churches are measured from the 1870 Census. The number of churches are per 10,000
inhabitants. Railroad coverage, Min. age of marriage, and percent of state with frontier experience are average
values between 1800 and 1850. No. of people sterilized refer to the total number of (recorded) individuals ever
sterilized in each state.

B.8 Calculating cousin marriage rates

These are the steps we take to construct our measures of cousin marriage. We begin by
cleaning all surnames as described in section B.2. We consider a marriage to be isonymous
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if the two (cleaned) surname strings match exactly.
We then convert our marriage-level dataset into a person-level dataset (two rows per

marriage). Using this, we calculate rates of observed, random and nonrandom isonymy
for each surname f by state s by year y cell. For our main analysis, the measure we use
is whether a surname has a ‘high’ (> 10%) rate of cousin marriage. To calculate this we
aggregate the f sy-level measure at the surname level for all years 1750-1858 with equal
weights for each person in the marriage records. We discuss this and other aggregations
below (e.g. state-wide rates of cousin marriage for a time period as in Figure 2).

For a given surname f by state s by year y cell, we calculate observed, random and
nonrandom isonymy in the following way:

Step 1: Observed isonymy Pf sy

1. Define N f sy as the number of individuals with surname f married in state s in year
y, and Niso

f sy be the number of individuals in f sy whose marriage partner also has
surname f .

2. Calculate the observed isonymy rate for this cell: Pf sy ≡ Niso
f sy/N f sy.

Step 2: Random isonymy Pr
f sy

3. Define Nsd as the total number of individuals married in state s in decade d. Decades
are defined by setting the last digit of the year to zero (so that 1750-1759, 1760-1769,
etc. are separate decades).

4. Define the share of men and women with a given surname f in this marriage pool
such that nM

f sd ≡ NM
f sd/NM

sd and nW
f sd ≡ NW

f sd/NW
sd

5. Calculate random isonymy for surname f in state s and decade d: Pr
f sd =

nM
f sd × nW

f sd

(nM
f sd + nW

f sd)/2
,

and assign this value to all cells f sy within decade d.41

Step 3: Nonrandom isonymy Pn
f sy

6. Calculate nonrandom isonymy using the values of Pf sy and Pr
f sy defined in the pre-

ceding steps:

Pn
f sy ≡

Pf sy − Pr
f sy

1 − Pr
f sy

,

41Notice that for a surname without a sex imbalance such that n f sd ≡ nM
f sd = nW

f sd, this formula simplifies
to Pr

f sd = n f sd
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which is taken from the following decomposition of observed isonymy, Pf sy =

Pr
f sy + Pn

f sy − Pr
f syPn

f sy.

Step 4: Aggregation

7. We aggregate Pn
f sy values across surname-state-year cells by weighting each cell by

N f sy, such that each individual in our marriage records has equal weight.

For example, to assess a surname-level rate of cousin marriage, we would do the
following aggregation:

Pn
f = ΣsΣy(Pn

f sy ×
N f sy

N f
).

Step 5: Cousin marriage rate

8. Finally, we calculate cousin marriage rates under the assumption that one quarter
of cousin marriages are isonymous (as described in section 3). The cousin marriage
rate is then four times the (already aggregated) nonrandom isonymy rate:

CousinMarr ≡ max{Pn × 4, 0}.

Since nonrandom isonymy can be negative (when observed isonymy is lower than
random isonymy, this value is bounded below by zero.
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Figure B.17: Cousin marriage and isonymy

Generation n 
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(Patrilateral   
cross cousins)

Sister-Brother Brother-Sister

Legend

Note: This figure illustrates why only one of the four types of cousin marriage leads to isonymy. The solid
shapes represent the offspring of someone from generation n who carries their surname (in a patrilateral
society, where children inherit the surname of their father). Hollow shapes do not. Hence only marriage
between the first type of cousins (the offspring of brothers) leads to isonymy.
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Figure B.18: Types of first-cousin marriages (genealogical data)

Note: There are four different types of first-cousin marriage from a male’s perspective: Marrying father’s
brother’s daughter (Type 1), Marrying father’s sister’s daughter (Type 2), Marrying mother’s brother’s
daughter (Type 3) and Marrying mother’s sister’s daughter (Type 4). This figure shows the proportion of
each of the four different first cousin marriage types over time. We use genealogical (Familinx) data to com-
pute these shares.
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Figure B.19: Type 1 first-cousin marriages (genealogical) and isonymy (marriage records)

Note: Type 1 first-cousin marriage is a marriage where the bride’s father and the groom’s father are brothers.
We identify type-1 first cousin marriage from genealogical (Familinx) data, and isonymous marriages from
marriage records data.
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